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ABSTRACT

This thesis will analyze the disciplinary patterns and
the complaint system of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department (LASD).

It reveals if there is significance

when multiple officers engage in improper acts as opposed
to when a single officer engages in the same acts. It also

analyzes five categories of complainants and if the
significance of these findings differs depending upon who

files the complaint. Finally the study will identify the
most common types of accusations filed against sworn

personnel, what ranks are most commonly involved (i.e.
deputy, sergeant, etc), and what assignments (i.e. patrol)

incur the most investigations.
Secondary data from a public access website provided

by the LASD (laoir.com) was used which contains all of the
departmental internal investigations and their outcomes.
The data gathered was from July through December of 2004.

The study revealed significant findings in all cases

involving multiple sworn officers vs. single sworn officers
except in incidents of deadly force.

There were also

significant findings when analyzing the categories of
complainants vs. the types of complaints filed. It also
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identifies the six most common complaints and the ranks
involved.
As a result of the study it is important to highlight
the need for future research in the hiring and background

investigation process for future police officers.

It would

be interesting to see if when hiring standards are
compromised in order to meet certain quotas, if

departmental discipline and criminal charges against the
officers increases.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Law enforcement officers across the United States have
the tremendous responsibility to enforce laws while

encountering violent criminals, act as counselors and

mediators while abiding by state and federal laws as well
as their own department policies.

Police have the unique

authority to use coercive force to accomplish these various
duties.

This may mean that in addition to using force on

resistive suspects, the police also have the authority to
demand cooperation, physically and verbally, of citizens

when the necessity arises.

One example would be when

police are preserving a crime scene such as a homicide.

Part of preserving that scene requires keeping unauthorized
people, including family members, forcibly if necessary,

from entering the crime scene thus preserving evidence.
Citizens who do not abide by police orders in a case like

this, are subject to arrest and prosecution.
The previous paragraph describes some of the duties

that are entrusted to police officers.

The following

paragraphs not only examine the use of coercive force, but
also the fact that police even in the lawful application of
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their duties are the subject of complaints. Sometimes the

complaints are the result of unlawful application of laws,
abuse of power, of even unethical or criminal behavior.
The following describes the definition of coercive force.
The legal background and justification for this type of

force is also examined.

Coercive Force
The term coercive force may for some sound like a

pejorative term, but it is a necessary tool for the police

to enforce the laws and keep the peace.

Coercive force

describes the authority that police officers have, and it
may not always involve physical actions.

Use of coercive

force by police involves every kind of coercion ranging

from the mere physical presence and representation of

authority to the use of deadly force. In discussing the
authority to use physical force, the operant terms
reasonable and necessary must be considered.

In the case of Tennessee v. Garner (1985), a 15 year
old was shot and killed by police as he ran from them after

he stole a $10 ring.

At the time, Tennessee law allowed

officers to shoot fleeing felons regardless of the

circumstances.

This U.S. Supreme Court decision helped
2

determine the reasonableness of deadly force for a

relatively minor crimed albeit a minor felony. This case
brought to the forefront the use of force by police in

general.

The use of force continuum, which is the basic

model for police use of force policies in the United States
today, was designed to guide officers when using force. It

provided police officers guidelines relative to the amount

of force they should use in specific situations (Gaines &
Kappeler, 2005).

Force Continuum

Gaines and Kappeler (2005) describe a use of force

continuum that is applicable to all law enforcement

agencies around the country. The Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Departments'

(LASD) version of a force continuum

is outlined in their Situational Use of Force Options
Chart.

The chart describes those options that are based

upon the actions of a suspect.

The actions are outlined as

follows:

1) Individual's actions: Cooperative.

The officer's

options are as follows:
a) Non-verbal:

The use of gestures or posturing

to communicate authority
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b) Professional Presence: Visual appearance that
communicates authority

I.e. uniform appearance and physical
condition.

2) Individual's actions:

Resistive. The officer's

options are as follows:

a) Intermediate Weapons:

This could be the use

of a baton as a restraint system but not used

to strike the individual.
b) Pepper spray or chemical agents: used to
control individual
c) Control holds: which are movements designed to

restrain the movements such as a wristlock.
d) Firm grip:

merely a grip in the arm or

shoulder area designed to gain compliance

e) Defensive tactics:

Weaponless maneuvers

designed to overcome resistance i.e.
takedowns.
3) Individual's Actions: Assaultive/high risk.

The

officer's options are as follows:
a) Less than lethal weapons:

Such as taser gun,

and beanbag shotgun.

b) Impact Weapons: Such as flashlight and baton
4

c) Personal Weapons:

Such as body parts i.e.

fists, feet, elbows, etc
d) Carotid Restraint:

Specific technique used to

restrict flow of oxygenated blood to the brain

that renders the subject unconscious.
e) Use of K-9:

Departmentally trained dog

4) Individual's Actions:
Bodily Injury.

Life-Threatening/Serious

The officer's options are as

follows:
a) Firearms: Handguns, shotguns, etc

b) Impacting vital areas:

i.e. strikes to the

head with impact weapons
When Coercive Force Becomes Misconduct

When police use force properly in accordance with the
law, it is a necessary tool to help safeguard the public

against the criminality that threatens their sense of well
being and overall domestic tranquility.

But not all police

officers' actions are in accordance with the laws and
policies that govern their behavior.

Sometimes police

officers break the law and policy by using excessive or
unnecessary force on people.

They use force that is not in

compliance with the use of force continuum.

They sometimes

abuse their authority by lying on reports, falsifying
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testimony, or not doing the job they are supposed to do
when performing their duties.

When this happens, officers

are subject to being investigated by their own Internal
Affairs Bureau or similarly named investigative body, being

indicted on criminal charges, being sued civilly, or being
terminated.

Other Types of Misconduct

In the performance of their duties, police officers
might be rude to citizens, make an arrest that is

questionable in its legality, or do something like plant
evidence on a suspect, lie on a police report, or worse yet
lie while testifying in a court of law. Police officers

will engage at times, while on duty and even off duty, in

sexual behavior that is prohibited by their department's
policies, and sometimes even the law. Such acts of

misconduct sometime result in complaints from citizens,
arrestees, and even sworn and civilian employees within
their respective agencies and sworn members from other

agencies.
It is important to mention that not all of these

wrongdoings are done intentionally, or even maliciously or

consciously. Some of these officers could have been hired
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as a result of poor hiring practices and as such may have

been corrupt individuals to begin with.

Other

probabilities for this misconduct could be the result of

inadequate training, or perhaps the officers are just being
lazy and not performing their jobs properly. Some officers
are unapologetic when they break policy or law. They may

believe their actions were necessary to accomplish a
positive end for the citizen or victim.

Officers from any

law enforcement agency are hired from the general
population and are not above being human.

It is not always

possible to determine every officer's imperfections during
the hiring process

Focus of Study
This study focuses on sworn members of the Los Angeles

County Sheriff's Department and the departmental and
criminal violations they were charged with in the third and

fourth quarters (July - December) of 2004.

There were 220

cases where sworn personnel were investigated for a variety
of department policy and legal violations.

This study will

endeavor to find out if there are differences in the type
of cases investigated, or the type of discipline received
for sworn personnel based on rank.
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In the review of the

literature, the role of unions in the police disciplinary
process will also be examined.
The study will use a number of variables to see if
there are significant relationships with regards to

discipline.

One of these variables named "complainant

type" lists a variety of sources of complaints.

For

instance, one of the thesis questions seeks to discover if
sworn personnel are more likely than citizens to file a
complaint against other sworn personnel for the improper
use of force.

Another question explores if it is more

likely that sworn members will engage in significant force
or even deadly force when there are multiple sworn members
involved in an incident as compared to when there is only
one sworn officer involved.

The study will also delve

into some off duty incidents such as driving under the
influence.

Additionally this study will examine rates of

discipline and if there is a difference among ranks and
units of assignment for sworn personnel.

Limitations of the Study
There are some limitations to this study.

First, the

sample includes 433 sworn members of the LASD and the data
were gathered from only a six-month period.
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The study will

lack some reliability because of the relatively short

period of 2004 that the study covers.

The study in general

cannot be generalized, since it may not be applicable to
other departments around the country. The data do not
include the ethnicity, gender, or department tenure for

these officers who are included in the sample.
Demographics could have an impact on disciplinary outcomes.
However, this information was not available.

Additionally, the LASD is divided into three patrol
regions. It is important to highlight basic differences

between these regions in order for the reader to better

understand how the LASD organization may affect the study.
Region one is the largest region and includes contract
cities and unincorporated areas in the northern part of the

county. It contains areas from crime ridden and poor to
extremely wealthy areas where there is comparatively little

crime. Region two predominately includes areas of Los
Angeles County in the south central and southwest portion
of the county and is considered to be the most crime ridden
area in Los Angeles County. Region three includes the

central eastern and southeastern portions of the county and
the crime rates range from very high' to very low, much like

in region three
9

Region two has long included the stations that patrol
the most crime-ridden areas with the highest concentration

of gang members in Los Angeles County. It is predictable
that there is more activity in this region. The sworn
personnel respond to more calls for service. This will

likely result in the largest number of investigations for
use of force. This concentration of activity may negatively

skew the findings.
The custody division contains six jails that are

capable of housing approximately 14,000 inmates.

Men's

Central Jail (MCJ) houses among the most serious of
offenders and contains what are called "high power"

inmates.

These inmates have been arrested for the most

serious crimes including violent gang members, murderers,

and other criminals that require maximum security.

This

"high power" section is the one major difference between

MCJ and the other LA County jails.

All the jails have

inmates of various security levels who are awaiting trial,
sentencing, or transfer to the California Department of

Corrections and Rehabilitation.

Another limitation to the

study is that differences in inmate populations may result
in more complaints depending on the jail.
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Another category of officer included in this study is
detectives.

This group rarely becomes involved in the use

of force that patrol or custody personnel do.

Detectives

do contact witnesses that are helpful to their cases and
also make arrests of individuals on an occasional basis.
These arrestees are usually brought to the station by

patrol and then the detectives question them at the
station.

Detectives who work in the various regions will

have a varying amount of arrestees to interview due to the

regions they work.

Due to the rarity of internal

investigations that detectives become involved in, it will

be difficult to use detectives to help- generalize the
study.
The last group studied is called administrative.

On

the LASD administrative jobs generally encompass any job

that is not patrol, detective, or custody oriented.
Officers in administrative positions rarely become involved

with arrestees and almost never become involved in police
work. Examples of administrative jobs include training,

planning, fiscal offices, etc. The data will reveal that

accusations against those in administrative positions are
extremely rare.

Due to this, it will be difficult to

generalize by using the accusations that people in
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administrative positions are accused of with the rest of
the sworn population.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Police work is a demanding job and requires that
officers act with the highest caliber of integrity and
discipline.

Police officers have a duty to enforce all

laws and must do so in order to protect the public.

They

have powers and authority over the general public with the

duty to exercise that power responsibly.

There are times

when that power is not exercised properly, responsibly, and
occasionally is deliberately abused.

Consequently law

enforcement officers need to be answerable to investigative
bodies within their own departments as well as the
citizenry and political bodies.
The public expects and demands that the police not

only enforce the law but also perform their duties within
the confines of the law.

When the police conduct

themselves in this manner and act professionally, their
duties are in turn legitimized in the eyes of the public.
Lawfulness and legitimacy then are essential to the
police's goal of reducing crime and disorder in the

communities they serve (Walker, 2006).

It is important for

agencies to ensure that they are not only hiring and
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training the best possible candidates for the job, but a
system for overseeing the actions of their officers is

essential not only to the organization, but to the

citizens.
Many citizens have the opinion that police
organizations need not only organizational oversight, but
they also need to involve civilians in oversight to avoid
any appearance of agency bias. It is essential then that
the following type accountability procedures be in place

within a law enforcement agency:
1) Formal agency policies on the use of police

authority
2) Routine supervision of officers by first-line

supervisors
3) Regular performance evaluations
4) Early intervention systems designed to identify

performance problems among officers
5) Procedures for investigating allegations of officer

misconduct.

(Walker, 2006).

The Nature and Extent of Police Misconduct
Police misconduct has always been a serious problem in
the United States and must never be tolerated.
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What makes

it so serious is that the public expects law enforcement to

perform their duties with the highest degree of ethical
behavior and professionalism.

When a police officer makes

a mistake, it could cost someone his or her life.

When an

officer engages in misconduct, it has a tendency to tarnish
the whole profession.

Categories of Police Misconduct
Police Crime

Police officers have been known to commit crimes while
on duty such as excessive force, illegal arrests, engaging
the services of prostitutes, and even the use of illegal

narcotics.

Some police have committed burglaries and

thefts. Such actions are in blatant violation of the law.
Officers have been fired and/or imprisoned for all of these

violations and more.

These crimes are committed for the

purpose of financial gain or some sort of personal

satisfaction.
Abuse of Authority

When a police officer abuses his or her authority, it
usually takes the form of physical, psychological, or legal
abuse (Carter, 1990).

There have been cases where police

officers have used excessive or unnecessary force on
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people.

Some have used this type of force, because they

felt that it is a way to get fear and respect from people.
Still other police officers have been known to harass

people in psychological ways such as ridicule, verbal
attacks, or even threatening them with arrest when there is
no legal basis for it.

Still others may use legal

harassment and take the fear of arrest one step further to
making false arrests.

There have been cases where police

officers have arrested someone because they had a bad

attitude.

Though there was no legal basis for the arrest,

some police officers have been known to arrest for a false
charge simply because someone made them angry.

Occupational Deviance
This author knows of an officer who was eventually

fired and prosecuted for adding to evidence on narcotics

suspects.

The suspects who were arrested indeed had

illegal drugs in their possession, but in the opinion of
the arresting officer, the amount was not enough to get a

case filed against this suspect. He would arrest other drug
suspects with substantial amounts of illegal drugs,

withhold some confiscated narcotics, and later, add to the
amount of future suspects' drugs that had an insignificant
amount in order to have the case filed in court.
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A

supervisor (eventually fired) knew of the activity, but

since this officer made a number of good narcotics arrests,
tended to look the other way.

Newburn (1999) suggests that this type of corruption

seems to benefit the organization, because police are in
the business of taking drugs and drug dealers off the

streets.

Gaines and Kappeler (2005) suggest that this type

of corruption is a form of occupational deviance.

Crimes

like evidence tampering are made possible because of the
very nature of police work.

It is the unscrupulous officer

who would engage in this type of activity in order to look

good to his peers and superiors.
Corruption

Gaines and Kappeler (2005) define police corruption as
the misuse of official authority for personal gain. Sherman
(1974) discusses the three types of corruption that can

exist in police departments:

1) Rotten apples:

These officers use their position for

personal gain. They represent a small number in a

particular police department and may be involved in a
host of illegal activities.

2) Pervasive unorganized corruption: The category refers
to those departments that have large numbers of rotten
17

apples.

They are not organized and generally operate

independently or in small groups.

3) Pervasive organized corruption:

This is when

corruption is occurring with a supervisor's knowledge
and assistance.

Generally, large criminal groups

exist in departments with this form of corruption.
Still other forms of corruption that Gaines and

Kappeler (2005) discuss are those involving the acceptance
of gratuities.

Gratuities are an issue especially when it

is perceived that police officers may be bordering on
criminality such as bribery and extortion.

A bribe is

offered to police officers in order to influence them in
the performance of their duties i.e. a motorist who offers

a police officer money, or something else of value in order
to get out of a ticket.

Or perhaps the officer enjoys

playing golf, and the person he pulled over is the owner of
a local golf course and offers the officer free golf in

exchange for dismissing the ticket. The problem of course

is when offered they decide to accept the offer.
can also be used by a police officer.

Extortion

A real life example

of this involves a former LASD deputy sheriff who was
arrested for promising prostitutes that he would not arrest

them if they had sex with him.
18

Police Disciplinary Systems
The citizen complaint process seems to be fairly
universal in the sense that when a citizen generates the

complaint, a police department is obligated to begin some
kind of investigation. Research has .delved into the

complaint investigation processes of many police

departments and how satisfied citizens are with the
process.
National Systems
The San Francisco Police Department has a high level

of citizen involvement in their complaint process.

They

have the Office of Citizen Complaints (OCC), which helps
decide policy and investigates cases against officers.

This office works with the citizen police commission who
also helps to investigate these cases.

Discipline is

decided upon in connection with the chief of police.

The

chief does not have sole authority over the dispensation of

police discipline but must consult with the OCC and the

police commission (Van De Water, 2006).
Another example of a complaint process is that of the

Philadelphia Police Department (PPD).

According to the

PPD's website outlining the citizen complaint process
(ppdonline.org) complaints are received either at a police
19

department facility or the police administration building.
They must be forwarded to the Internal Affairs Bureau
(IAB). Some complaints are forwarded to the district
commander of the officer(s) involved and handled at unit

level.

All completed investigations are forwarded to the

IAB division commander.

After review the completed

investigation is forwarded to the Deputy Commissioner of
Internal Affairs who metes out discipline where
appropriate.

The ideal motivation for one becoming a police
officer is the desire to protect and serve the public.

They have a desire to help people and to catch criminals in
hopes of protecting people.

Police enter the world of

police work with this in mind but soon find that laws and
policies seemingly restrict their ability to enforce the

laws as freely as they would like.

Sometimes, this may

cause an officer to want to bend the rules in order to
arrest criminals.

As mentioned earlier, there are always

the "rotten apples", but some officers also get themselves
into trouble because they sometimes intentionally, and
other times unintentionally break the law while arresting

criminals.
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This is one of the reasons police departments have
policies and disciplinary systems that ensure those
policies are being followed.

But these policies are not

merely there to act as a deterrent against deviant

behavior.

They also provide guidance when officers are

confronted with situations where they need assistance
(Gaines & Kappeler).

The paragraphs to follow will

describe some types of disciplinary systems.
Internal Review and Police Management
Many police departments handle complaints, policy

violations, and violations of the law through there own
Internal Affairs Division (IAD)

(or equivalent).

When a

complaint is received certain procedures must be followed
and then the complaint makes its way to IAD.

IAD then

reviews the complaint and decides whether the offense is
serious enough to be handled by IAD.

If not, the complaint

can be handled in a variety of ways, i.e. at station level

where station supervisory personnel, a lieutenant conducts

an investigation.

Some departments like the Boston Police

Department have their own legal advisor who reviews the

case for fairness and legal accuracy (Gaines & Kappeler,

2005).
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The Office of Independent Review
The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD) has

a similar oversight called the Office of Independent Review

(OIR).

The OIR oversees the investigations conducted by

the LASD's Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) of its sworn

members.

The OIR was formed at the behest of the Los

Angeles County Board of Supervisors as a way to combine

civilian oversight with expertise from the field of law.
The OIR consists of a team of attorneys who ensure that the

investigation process is performed fairly, thoroughly and
legally.

It endeavors to protect the rights of both the

citizens, and the subjects of IAB investigations.

Whatever

the outcome of the investigation, the OIR publishes the

types of cases and their dispositions on the website
laoir.com (Gennaco, 2004).

The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
Complaint Process

When a complaint is received at a station or other
unit of assignment within the LASD, a lieutenant must

complete a form called a service comment form.
forwarded to IAB.

The form is

IAB then reviews the complaint and

decides if a lieutenant can handle it at station level, or

if IAB itself should handle the complaint.
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The decision is

made based on the relative severity of the complaint.
Things like deputy involved shootings, and uses of force

where an arrestee was significantly injured as determined
by a medical staff, must be investigated by IAB.

A station

lieutenant rather than IAB can handle complaints such as

rudeness by a sworn member, or even an allegation of false
arrest.
When IAB concludes an investigation and the decision

is made to discipline the sworn member, a chief will decide

on the type of discipline, mete it out, and dispose of the
case.

When a station level investigation is complete, the

lieutenant will discuss the case with the station captain,
and if discipline is appropriate the captain is the one who

metes it out.

Over the years members of the communities, civil

rights groups, etc, have been skeptical of the police
investigating their own, and have called for civilian
review boards so that the community members can be more in

control of the actions of their officers.

Civilian Review Boards

Police departments across the country have a variety
of ways to discipline their sworn personnel.

Some

departments employ the concept of civilian oversight and/or
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civilian review boards. LASD OIR is one of those civilian

review boards.

Civilian review boards (CRB's), as the name implies,

consists of civilian members of the community who work
together with their respective police departments in
reviewing internal affairs cases against officers.

The

idea of having civilian oversight of the police came from
the belief that the police are incapable of policing

themselves in an unbiased manner.
The outcry against police brutality in the 1960's was
the impetus for the creation of many CRB's and since that

time, civilian oversight has found its way into more police

departments in the United States.

By 1992, 68% of the

largest cities in the U.S. had some form of civilian

oversight of police (Walker & Bumphus, 1992).

serve a variety of functions.

CRB's can

The roles they serve can

range from having total oversight, rule making,
investigative functions, and judicial functions.

Total

oversight as the name implies is where the CRB's are
involved in the total disciplinary process to the point of

deciding the discipline that should be given to a sworn

member.

Rule making is where they have input on making

policy.

Civilians on these boards can also have an
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investigative function where they are part of the fact-

finding process involving the charges against an officer.
In a judicial capacity, dispositional recommendations are
totally in the hands of civilians who have the ultimate

authority over the final disposition (Gaines & Kappeler,
2005).
Friedman is skeptical about the effectiveness of

civilian review because it has little credibility in the
community, and there is no evidence that deters misconduct
by officers.

Miller (2002) suggests that there is little

research on the subject of civilian oversight, and the

success cannot be measured.

He does believe that if the

process involves integrity, mechanisms ensuring fairness,
thoroughness and objectivity, the process would be

successful.

A second criterion is how the public, the

complainants, and the police must perceive that the

complaint process operates effectively and is accepted as
such by all constituents.

A third criterion is that

meaningful feedback is solicited from all sectors, which
would enable the organization to learn more about how to

make the process effective.
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Political Oversight

Another way that police departments are governed is
through political oversight that includes oversight of the

internal investigations and discipline process.

Many

governments assign ombudsmen to act as overseers of the
1

police in their jurisdictions (West, 2005).

In the case of

the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD), the Los

Angeles County Board of Supervisors created the Office of

Independent Review (OIR) that was discussed in previous
paragraphs.
The Seattle City Council has heavy involvement in the

police department's disciplinary process. The Mayor's
Accountability Review Panel is one such system where the
mayor is the supreme overseer of the investigative process

(Ker'likowske, 2007).

The decisions to implement discipline

still lie in the hands of the chief of police in systems
such as this, but not without significant political

involvement by the city council or* other legislative
bodies.
Seattle Police Department's chief feels the need to be

transparent, to the communities by working with the city
council, but suggests that this political involvement

complicates the police disciplinary process.
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The belief is

that the process is so involved and complex that it

confuses even department investigators (Kerlikowske, 2007) .

Civil Lawsuits

While civil lawsuits are not a part of a police
department's discipline system, they represent a system at
the state and federal levels that provides another means of

filing a complaint for a victim of perceived police
misconduct.

If a citizen feels that members of a police

department have wronged him or her in any capacity, he or

she can file a civil lawsuit against the agency, its

officers, the city, or a combination of all of them.
Different states have different rules as to when to

file a claim against a law enforcement officer.

For

instance in California, a person has a one-year deadline to

file a lawsuit against an officer and two years if it is a
Federal claim (Rosenfeld).

Citizens have the right to file

a civil claim in addition to seeking a departmental

complaint against the officer, or even criminal charges.
This is considered a discipline method for officers because

it involves the possibility of officers having to pay their
own money to settle the lawsuit, but more often than not,

the agency is responsible for paying the judgment on behalf

of the officer.
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The Oakland Police Department had a group of officers

that allegedly nicknamed themselves "the Riders."

This

group had been accused of routinely using excessive force,
falsifying police reports, making false arrests and

engaging in unreasonable searches and seizures.

This

caused the public to develop a perception that the Oakland

Police Department was encouraging this behavior and was
indifferent to the public it served (Word, 2003). They

believed that department investigators were not doing

enough to oversee officers' conduct.
A lawsuit was filed that charged the department with

deliberate indifference and that their officers were
encouraged to engage in misconduct and violate people's
civil rights (Delphine Allen, et al. v. City of Oakland, et

al, 2003).

This lawsuit was part of the impetus for

orchestrating civilian oversight of its department.
It could be argued that in some ways, civil suits are a
deterrent for misconduct by police officers.

If for no

other reason, the stress alone may cause an officer to be

especially mindful of their conduct. Some argue that the

civil process is not a deterrent. Nonetheless, civil suits
force police departments to develop effective policies and

ensure that officers follow them.
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The Role of Unions
The research on police disciplinary systems is ample,
but as Walker (2007) observes, the role of police unions in
the police disciplinary process has been neglected in

research.

The only insight this author can add is based on

experience with the Association for Los Angeles Deputy
Sheriffs (ALADS), which is the union for deputies within

the LASD.

When deputies are being investigated for an

alleged policy or legal violation, they have the right to
have a union representative, who is another deputy sheriff

and/or an attorney from ALADS accompanying them and even
speaking on their behalf during the investigation.

The

function these representatives serve is not unlike that of
a lawyer who represents a client in court.

These

representatives ensure that the investigations are being
conducted according to department policy and that the

deputy's civil rights are being preserved.
If the deputy is going to receive discipline as the

result of a founded investigation, the representative will
attend a hearing and barter for the least severe punishment
as possible.

Additionally, if it were found that the

investigation was not conducted according to department

policy, ALADS would move to have the allegations against
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the deputy dismissed. This only highlights a basic function

of one union.

Officers From The Chicago Police Department
traditionally had their discipline cases investigated by
investigators from their own department, as has been the

case for many departments across the country.

Iris (2001)

examined the disciplinary arbitration from the years 1990-

1993. He found during this period of time, the officers
whose investigations were sustained initially received a
combined total of 1584 days of suspension. After

arbitration and union involvement, only 794 days off
without pay as discipline was upheld, while 790 of those

days were overturned.
Certainly more research is warranted to discover the

full extent of union involvement and how they affect the
police disciplinary process. Nonetheless, police unions
complicate the disciplinary process and make it more

difficult to discipline officers.

The Effectiveness of Police Discipline
There does not appear to be any conclusive studies as

to which methods of police discipline are more effective.

There are various classifications of behavior that are
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subjects of internal investigations.

There are plenty of

opinions on what kind of police disciplinary systems are

less than effective at lowering the likelihood of

misconduct.
Probably, the least trusted method of police

discipline is one that leaves the investigation solely in
the hands of police officials.

The idea that the police

cannot police themselves is an established axiom among

members of the public.

Friedman (2008) acknowledges that

many police manages have made valiant efforts to curb

misconduct, but they have not been able to initiate

substantial change. He feels essentially the same about the
effectiveness of political oversight claiming that mayors
and city councils have not proven themselves able to make a

substantial change.
Historically, police department internal affairs

(investigative) units have operated with relative secrecy

when investigating police improprieties. Citizens have
claimed that they feel powerless when attempting to file a

formal complaint against an officer because they do not

think the police department will do a good job.

According

to research, most citizens who experience actual or

perceived misconduct never file a formal complaint
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(Liederbach, et al, 2007).

The only time citizens tend to

file a complaint is when someone has advised them that
their complaint will likely succeed.

On the other hand,

citizens fail to file complaints claiming that when they

attempt to file one, they are discouraged by police
personnel and made to feel as though filing a complaint
will be pointless (Liederbach, et al, 2007).

Liederbach, et al (2007) researched the results of

citizen complaints against the police. They compared the

rates of sustained accusations vs. unsustained ones when
sworn personnel filed complaints against other sworn
personnel, as well as when citizens filed complaints

against sworn personnel. Interestingly enough, the research
revealed that about 1.6% of the complaints filed by

citizens were sustained, while the percentage of sustained
complaints the officers filed was about 69%.

There were many citizens who defaulted on their
complaints, which may account for the low rate of sustained
complaints by citizens.

The author said that many citizens

withdrew their complaints, were not able to be located when

their presence was required in a hearing against an

officer, or it was discovered that the allegations they

made against the officer in the first place were false and
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the case was dropped.

The authors suggest that one of the

reasons citizens withdrew their complaints or did not show

up to testify highlights the need to better educate to the
public as to how to file complaints and more inclusion of
the citizenry in the process.

National Studies of Police Discipline
In 1999, United States Attorney General Janet Reno

issued a report from the United States Department of
Justice (DOJ) that endeavored to standardize policies of
law enforcement agencies throughout the country as well as

the way complaints against its officers are investigated
and how they mete out discipline. Reno and the Clinton

administration brought together police executives, union

representatives, academic experts, civil rights and
community leaders, for a conference to identify ways in

which police-community relationships could be strengthened
(Reno, 2001).
The goals of this conference were to identify police

practices that build trust, enhance police accountability,
Some of the methods include

and reduce police misconduct.

instituting early warning systems to track potential
patterns of misconduct by officers, promoting effective
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supervision, and having meaningful civilian input.

Additionally, the conference identified all of the major
components of police work and the policies that should

govern them.

Reno said that they compiled the best and

most comprehensive policies from across the country and is
encouraging only the best ones to be used as the standard.

Some of the most significant aspects of these policies are
as follows:
1) Use of deadly force- Essentially deadly force is

encouraged to use in life threatening emergencies,

but non-deadly options should be more carefully

evaluated
2) Non-deadly force- examine which technique will best
deescalate the situation
3)

Have a continuum of force.

This has traditionally

been a barometer of force that outlined specific
responses to certain situations.

4) More discretion in use of canines to apprehend

suspects
5) Administrative review should be conducted every
time a firearm is discharged on duty except for
training.
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6) A more broad definition of force and more thorough

reporting of use of force.

Any and all weapons

used, including pepper spray, should be thoroughly

investigated as significant uses of force.

The

routine use of handcuffs during arrest is not

force.
The report goes on to highlight that the reporting of

misconduct should be mandatory by any member of the
department.

In other words, if an officer witnesses

misconduct, he or she should be responsible to report it

(Reno, 2001).
The report also suggests that having input from all of
the aforementioned groups would help to build trust in the

police by making the practices of law enforcement more
It is also suggested that

transparent to all concerned.

this transparency could help to educate the public on the
job of policing and the difficulties therein and help the

public to better understand the nature of police work.
Also in so doing, it1 would demonstrate better
accountability of police departments to the publics they

serve (Reno, 2001).

■/
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Nebraska Study

In 2003, the University of Nebraska at Omaha co
sponsored a conference with the Oakland, California Police

Department that focused on the benefits of having a police
discipline matrix.

A matrix ideally would standardize

discipline among law enforcement agencies nationwide.

One

of the sentiments echoed in the conference paralleled those
in the USDOJ report of 2001, which recognized the need for

cooperation and communication with the communities that
police departments serve.

The Phoenix Police Department

and the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department were held

up as examples of departments who dispense fair and
reasonable discipline using discipline matrices (Walker,

2003).
The idea of a matrix system is to establish guidelines
for departmental offenses in a way similar to that of

sentencing guidelines that are set forth for violations of
the law in state and federal Courts.

At the same time,

while the LASD has a matrix of sorts, it is inevitable that
inconsistencies will arise.

For instance the LASD will

tend to punish an employee more harshly who is a repeat
offender, even if another employee has committed the same

offense. This method considers a person's offense history
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when meting out discipline.

This is not unlike what

happens in criminal court when the court has a repeat
offender.
The fear expressed by some of the conference attendees

about a standardized matrix is that the discipline imposed,
while being consistent, might not be appropriate for some

and should be considered on a case by case basis (Walker,
On the other hand the LASD has a guideline that

2003).

says a deputy will receive anywhere from 1-15 days off

without pay for failing to terminate a pursuit (LASD

Guidelines for Discipline Manual, 1996).

The Phoenix

Police Department gives only a written reprimand for the
same basic offense (Walker, 2003).

Members suggest that leaving discipline to the
constructs of a matrix would make sentencing rigid and

unfair (Van De Water, 2006).

They also suggested, however,

that a matrix would be fairer as it would tend to be less

subjective than those departments who may experience bias
when the discipline is left solely to the discretion of its
chiefs.
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department

In 2001 the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors in

cooperation with the Los Angeles County Sheriff's
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Department (LASD) created a civilian oversight committee
named the Office of Independent Review (OIR).

The OIR was

created to monitor the internal investigations process of
the LASD and provide legal advice to the department to

ensure that allegations of misconduct are investigated in

fair and legal ways (Gennaco, 2002).

Since its creation,

the OIR has reviewed hundreds of allegations against sworn

and civilian personnel of the LASD.

This research,

however, will focus only on the sworn personnel.
During 2004, while monitoring the violations of sworn
personnel and the subsequent discipline that was received,
the OIR derived the opinion that these violations were a

direct result of the following; 1) Defective training or

policies; 2) negligence or incompetence on the part of the

sworn personnel involved; and 3) the purposeful violation
of Department policy and individual rights (Gennaco, 2004).

These three, and particularly the third one could very well

be in part an indicator of deficient hiring standards.

But

that of course is a subject for another study.

When the LASD receives a complaint against sworn
personnel, the OIR reviews the case with the department's
Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) and confers with IAB on how
to handle the complaint. One means of documentation is a
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performance log entry.

This is done when there is not a

citizen complaint but rather an immediate supervisor
•reviews the behavior and then the potentially damaging

behavior is documented. If during a one-year period after
that documentation the problem does not reoccur, then the

deputy is not subject to discipline for that particular

problem.

This entry never comes to the attention of IAB

unless the behavior becomes an issue in a higher-level
case. These problems are considered by the department and
the OIR to be minor in nature and do not warrant an

official departmental investigation. An example of a minor

violation might be if an employee views an obscene photo on
a department computer.

If the employee has a clean record

with no prior violations then this could likely be entered
into a performance log.

A higher level of documentation is a service comment

form. This is merely documentation by a lieutenant of the

inappropriate actions of the employee. This is generally

completed if the offending employee is a deputy.

Sergeants

can also have service comment forms filled out them. The

next level is an administrative investigation which is a
unit level investigation conducted by a lieutenant. If the

conduct is considered more severe, then IAB or the Internal
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Criminal Investigations Bureau (ICIB) conducts the

investigation.

Examples of severe allegations would be

accusations of excessive or unnecessary force, illegal
sexual acts, and so on.

These bureaus contribute to the

decision of whether an employee should be discharged and/or
criminally prosecuted (LASD MPP).

If the incident being investigated is a deputyinvolved shooting the case is routinely referred to the Los

Angeles County District Attorneys Office (LACODA) to

determine whether criminal charges are warranted.

Any

incident being investigated that may involve criminal
behavior also is referred to the LACODA. These are the
basics of the LASD complaint process when cases are
investigated and the result could be one of a variety of
disciplinary actions.

LASD in its desire to be transparent to the public as
to the conduct of its employees, points out that there is a

difference between what is required for discipline in
internal investigations and criminal investigations.

In

the case of the latter, the defendant must be found guilty

beyond a reasonable doubt after considering the evidence

presented by both the prosecuting attorneys and the defense
attorneys.

Internal affairs dispositions on the other
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hand, need only a preponderance of evidence to show guilt
on the part of the alleged offender.

The outcome of any of

these investigations conducted by LASD personnel (not the

LACODA) may result in a written reprimand, days off without

pay (maximum of 30 days-more than this and the employee
must be terminated) or discharge (Gennaco, 2004) .

In 2004, the report issued by the OIR expressed
particular concern about the types of allegations during
this period.

The nature of three of these types of

incidents were 1) failure to recognize intoxicated persons;

2) cases involving sexual improprieties; and 3) an increase

in deputy involved shootings.
There were three deputies who were facing discipline

for failing to recognize an intoxicated person.

What made

this so serious was that in each of these three cases,

people died as result of this failure.

On a traffic stop,

for example, one of these deputies allowed the intoxicated

individual to drive away.

The driver crashed soon after,

and died in the crash. In another case, two deputies failed

to safeguard the intoxicated person.

The details of this

case have not been disclosed, but the person died.

(Gennaco, 2004) .
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Another type of investigation that the OIR monitors is

that of any sexual improprieties.

In 2004, there were two

deputies who faced accusations of using their positions of
authority to force1 women to have sex with them.

One deputy

was charged in federal court with depriving the women of
their civil rights.

four women.

This deputy was accused of victimizing

The other deputy was accused in state court of

forcing one woman to have sex with him and is additionally
accused of the crime of penetration with a foreign object.

Another victim of this deputy was under the age of 18.
These cases are active criminal cases and are ongoing until

the criminal cases have been adjudicated.

The discipline

these deputies will likely receive is termination.

These

deputies were relieved of duty without pay pending the

outcome of the investigation process.

When the allegations

are this serious, the LASD will often relieve an employee

without pay (Gennaco, 2004).
As mentioned above, the third major concern in the

2004 OIR report was an increase in deputy-involved
shootings.

There were 61 deputy-involved shootings during

this year.

This was the highest number dating back to

1996.

The next highest year was 1997 with 56 deputy-

involved shootings.
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One case involved a deputy who was on a surveillance
of burglary suspects when one of the suspects attempted to

run over him with his vehicle.

The deputy got out of the

way of the moving vehicle, and then fired at it as it sped

away.

The LASD could not determine whether the shooting

was improper but felt that the deputy's tactical decision

put him in unnecessary danger and gave him a short
suspension from duty. The sergeant in charge of the
operation received a longer suspension than that of the

(Gennaco, 2004).

This case raised the concern of the OIR

since the issue of shooting at fleeing vehicles has
received so much negative attention.

It is perceived by

some that when the vehicle has driven past an officer, it
no longer presents a danger.
The factors that are taken into consideration with a

deputy-involved shooting always consider the safety of the
public, the arrestee, and the deputies involved.

If

deputies discharge their firearms on duty at a suspect, it

must always been done because they feel that their life,
their partners' life, or the life of an innocent person is
in imminent danger (LASD MPP).

Department policy also

requires that proper tactics must be practiced.
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Research Questions
Police departments across the country have given
substantial consideration to the citizen complaint process.
The LASD in particular is extremely open when receiving

complaints.

In fact, when a citizen comes into a station

or calls the station and utters words such as "I want to
make a complaint against a deputy" that citizen must per

LASD policy be referred to the station watch commander and

a complaint must be taken (LASD MPP).

The watch commander

is normally the rank of lieutenant, but can be a sergeant
if there is no lieutenant on duty and the sergeant acts in

the capacity of "acting watch commander." The complaint is

thoroughly investigated as it goes through the proper
channels.
Not all complaints that result in internal
investigations on the LASD are generated by citizens.

Cases that involve the significant use of force i.e. force

that results in significant injury to the suspect (head

injury) and deadly force must be investigated by the IAB
and possibly ICIB.

It could be argued that there are more

investigations when incidents such as these involve more

than one sworn member.

Research suggests that police are

influenced by their peer groups and in fact act more
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aggressively with members of the public than do single

officers (Newburn, 1999).

Akers (2008) adaptation of the

social learning theory intimates that individuals often

imitate the behavior of those around them.

Mcluskey, et al

(2005) suggest that the officer's peer groups are most

influential on officer's aggressiveness and their
individual use of force decisions. This is certainly not to

suggest that the reason the types of force described is
being used because a deputy is imitating another deputy.

Officers who work a two person car (two deputies as
partners in the same car) are more willing to take on more

risks than those who are working single person cars.

Officers tend to dislike working one-person units because

they do not feel as secure as when working directly with a
partner (Reiss, 1971). Officers with a partner are more

likely to contact multiple and potentially more dangerous
individuals during observational activity (vs. receiving

calls for service) and become involved in situations that
may necessitate the use of force more often than those
working single person cars. Multiple occupants present a
greater potential threat especially if they are gang

members.

Therefore one could argue that there would likely

be more cases of significant uses of force or deadly force
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when there are multiple sworn personnel present at an

incident regardless of the reason for the initial contact.
Therefore it might be predicted that the following
would be true:
Research Question #1: Are sworn personnel more likely

to become investigated for use of significant force

incidents when there are more than one sworn personnel
involved?

Research Question #2:

Are sworn personnel more likely

to become investigated for uses of deadly force incidents
when there are more than one sworn personnel involved?
There are two mandatory assignments for every LASD
deputy sheriff upon graduation from the academy.

The first

assignment that a deputy must work is a custody assignment
where their duties are to act as jailer.

As such deputies

as well as sergeants, lieutenants and captains are in
charge of ensuring the overall safety and well being of the
inmates, as well as the overall security of the jail.

Deputies duties include meal security for the inmates,

conducting inmate counts to ensure that all inmates are
accounted for several times per day, and making sure that

inmates who are scheduled for court arrive on a timely
basis.
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Custody deputies and/or other sworn personnel may
become engaged in conversation during the course of a shift

with each other when they are not performing other
necessary tasks and perhaps forget to conduct mandatory
inmate checks that are supposed to be done every thirty

minutes. When preoccupied with conversation or other duties

they may forget to make these checks.

A single deputy not

engaged in conversation, etc with other deputies is

probably more likely to make their regularly scheduled
inmate checks because they are less distracted by

extracurricular conversation. It would make sense then that

when sworn personnel are investigated for failing to
safeguard inmates the incidents are more likely to involve

more than one sworn member over just one single sworn
member.

Research Question #3: Are cases involving a failure to
safeguard inmates more likely to occur when there are

multiple sworn personnel involved?
Deputies are sometimes accused of failing to report

force to their immediate supervisor.

There could be many

reasons for this i.e., sometimes deputies believe that a
physical action they took against a suspect did not consist

of a use of force.

In some cases sworn personnel may not
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have wanted to report force because the writing of a

lengthy report, risking an investigation, and possibly
receiving some kind of departmental discipline.

In these

cases the sworn individuals involved took their chances at
not being discovered.

As Newburns'

(1999) research on peer groups suggests,

when a group of individuals are involved they may be more
likely to act in collaborative fashion.

Perhaps this is

because individual members of the group figure they will
not be investigated, and they may have had less involvement

in a force incident than another member.

Single sworn

members who become involved in a force incident may tend to

feel that they have no one to influence them in. their
decision to report and therefore could feel more of an

obligation to report their individual uses of force. One
could even suggest that single sworn members are more
likely to report their own force than if they were involved

with more than one sworn member.

This may be especially

true of off-duty uses of force because when sworn personnel
are off-duty they are tempted to avoid the hassle of

calling a supervisor from home to report their use of
force. Collectively though, whether on or off-duty, it
could be argued, based on some of the above reasons, that
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when multiple sworn members are involved in force, they
might be less likely to report it than a single member uses

force.
Research Question # 4: Are multiple sworn personnel

involved in a single force incident more likely to fail the
report of the use of force than when one sworn member is
involved?

Comparatively rare though it'is, sworn personnel
become involved in sexual wrongdoings i.e. sex with a

minor, date rape, etc.

When this occurs, what are the

sources of complaints?

Most come from citizens.

People,

whether sworn or otherwise, employed by the LASD may feel
that bringing a complaint against a sworn member would

bring undue scrutiny upon them.

Another explanation could

be that sworn members are less likely to engage in such
activity with personnel on the LASD because the likelihood

that a complaint would be brought against them increases
because the complainant may know influential people within
the department.

So it may stand to reason that a citizen

who has been victimized by a sworn member of the LASD would

more readily complain about the misconduct.
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Research Question #5: Are citizens more likely to

accuse sworn personnel of sexual improprieties than other
sworn personnel?

Since 1993, due to litigation, the force reporting

process has become much more stringent.

When an incident

occurs, the watch commander must automatically file the
complaint, or acting watch commander (sergeant) and LASD's
IAB must investigate the incident. The criteria for this
automatic investigation are that the arrestee has an

injury, however slight, or complains of pain. In rare
cases, arrestees will complain of pain day(s) after the
alleged use of force.

Because of this, the watch commander

would not be required to file a complaint immediately after
arrest. Since the requirements of significant force are so

strict in the present day it seems safe to predict that

more complaints of this type are filed by sworn personnel
than by citizens or arrestees.

Research■Question #6: Are sworn personnel more likely
than citizens to file a complaint against sworn personnel
for the use of significant force not involving a firearm?
Use of deadly force have in this writer's experience

always included a blow to an arrestees head or other

designated vital areas of the body with a department issued
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PR-24 baton or other force that may kill or severely injure
an individual.

However, this type of force did not require

that an Internal Affairs (IAB) complaint be filed or the
case be investigated prior to 1993.

The only time a

mandatory investigation was required was when a sworn

member discharged his or her firearm at a suspect for the
purpose of defending the sworn member's life, the life of
his or her partner or innocent civilians. In the present

day, all force that is considered to be deadly, especially
discharging a firearm, is automatically investigated by IAB
post 1993.

Because of this, it seems reasonable to assume

that more sworn members will file complaints for deadly

force than citizens, arrestees or any other group of

complainants.
Research Question #7: Are sworn personnel more likely
than citizens to file a complaint against sworn personnel
for the use of deadly force?
When off-duty officers engage in a variety of

activities, some of those activities may include going to a

bar, nightclub, restaurant or the like.

These activities

may include the consumption of alcoholic beverages and may

result in sworn personnel becoming under the influence of

alcohol. Also officers become engaged in disorderly conduct
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when they are intoxicated. Disorderly conduct could occur

in a variety of ways such as getting involved in an

altercation, arguing over enthusiastically with an umpire
who made a bad call at the sworn member's son's baseball

game, or even having a loud argument with a neighbor.

In

any case when something like this happens, the police may

be called.

When the police arrive and a citizen demands action on
the part of the responding officer(s) chances are good that

if a crime was committed, the offending individual will be
arrested.

Even if this does not happen, sworn personnel

with the LASD are mandated by policy to report any off duty
confrontations to their immediate on duty supervisor.

That means the member must call their unit of assignment,
ask for a sergeant, and then relate the story.

The

sergeant may require the sworn member to come to the

station and make the report of the incident in person. In
cases such as these, the citizen is the one who is the

actual complainant, whether by arrest or not of the off
duty sworn individual.

The investigating bodies-i.e. the

district attorney's office or IAB are mandated to follow up
on. that citizen complaint with whatever action is
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appropriate. Therefore it is probable that the following
can be predicted:

Research Question #8:

Are citizens more likely to

file complaints of disorderly conduct against LASD sworn

personnel who are off-duty than sworn personnel from
agencies other than LASD?

The laws in California require that sworn peace
officers take some kind of positive action in the event the

crime of domestic violence has been committed no matter how
seemingly insignificant.

LASD policy additionally requires

that sworn patrol personnel write what is termed a non

violent domestic violence report even if the crime has not

been committed (LASD MPP).

An example of this would be if

a deputy responds to a call of this nature and determines
that although no crime has occurred, the couple has thrown

dishes, etc not necessarily at each other,

(action would

constitute a crime) and breaking them out of anger.

In

this non-criminal type incident, the report is taken for

documentation purposes only, and no one is considered the

complainant because no complaint is filed.

However, in the

event of a crime when there is an individual who is

arrested, the victim then becomes the one who files the

complaint and therefore is considered a citizen
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complainant.

Again, the sworn personnel are acting

essentially as a facilitator of the complaint, but it
becomes incumbent for the victim to follow through with the

complaint process.

Because of this it is predicted in

these situations that the following will be the case:
Research Question #9: Are complaints against off dutysworn personnel for domestic violence more likely to be

filed by citizens or by other sworn personnel from LASD or
other agencies?
There are two basic categories of arrests a sworn

member makes.

They may make an arrest resulting from a

call for service, or they will make arrests that are

observational in nature i.e. making a traffic stop of a
motorist and discovering that they have illegal narcotics

on their person.

After the deputy makes the arrest he or

she is required to book the arrestee, get the arrest

approved by the appropriate supervisor (sergeant and/or

lieutenant), and then write a thorough crime report.
The arrestee is held in the station jail until he or
she can talk to a detective who handles the case and

prepares it for filing in a criminal court.

After

observing the legalities such as Miranda rights, the

detectives will discuss the accusations and the details
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contained in the report the deputy wrote. Sometimes

arrestees will allege that a deputy lied in the report.

This is sometimes to be expected, as no one likes to be
arrested and his or her first instinct is to accuse a

deputy of lying.

But still there are other individuals who

insist upon their innocence at the time of arrest, and
whether true or not, will exercise their right of filing a

complaint against the deputy for making false statements.

There are other times when sworn personnel are accused
of making false statements such as when a sworn member

becomes the subject of an internal investigation (IAB).

During the course of the investigation they may lie to
protect themselves or their partners.

This is extremely

rare because generally speaking sworn personnel know how
serious the consequences are for lying in an investigation
of this nature, and they risk severe punishment for it.
Due to this, it can probably be safely predicted that

arrestees are likely to make more complaints against sworn
personnel for making false statements.

Research Question #10:

Are complaints against sworn

personnel for making false statements more likely to be

filed by arrestees than by citizens?

Police officers value their time that they are off
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duty, and they get to spend that time with their friends
and family.

Occasionally when sworn members are off duty

they may encounter someone who recognizes them as a police

officer and wants to physically challenge them.

Another

scenario is that the off duty officer will see a situation
unfolding in front of them, i.e. a couple of people
fighting in line at the grocery store. The deputy may feel
compelled to intervene because police officers by nature

tend to feel it necessary to try to handle such situations

in an effort to keep the peace.

In so doing he/she becomes

involved in the fight as well.
Still another scenario is when there is a

confrontation between a sworn member and a neighbor that

evolves into a fight.

The last thing a sworn member in

most cases wants to do is have his or her off duty time

interrupted by something like this.

Sometimes they make

the assumption that they can quell the situation themselves

with the citizen, and therefore avoid reporting the off

duty incident.

What sometimes happens is that the citizen

will report the incident to the local police when the sworn
member fails to do it.

Again when this happens, the

citizen, even if he/she was the aggressor, becomes the
complainant. Even if there is a citizen witness to the
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fight who wishes to complain, whether a criminal complaint
is filed or not, the sworn member is mandated to report the
off duty incident. Therefore it can probably be predicted

that data will show that citizens have a more significant

showing as complainants when sworn members are engaged in
off duty fights and disputes.
Research Question #11:

Are citizens more likely than

sworn personnel from another agency to file complaints

against off duty-sworn personnel for failing to report an
off-duty fight?

Sometimes a police officer will pull over a motorist
who happens to be an off duty police officer. Occasionally
the officer will discover that the off duty officer

displays the symptoms of being under the influence of an

alcoholic beverage.

In past years, when this would occur,

it was an unwritten rule of professional courtesy to take
the intoxicated off duty officer home rather than to arrest

him or her. The worst case scenario is that the intoxicated
off duty officer may become involved in a traffic collision

that results in death or injury.

Over the years, the

practice of releasing these officers has decreased and more

agencies, by policy or other department directive,
encourage or mandate their officers to arrest off duty
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officers for driving under the influence.

One may assume

that complaints of this nature would predominately come

from citizens who may witness the off duty officer driving
under the influence.

But because of changing practices

among on duty sworn patrol officers, the following may be

predicted:

Research Question #12:

Are sworn personnel from

another agency more likely than citizens to file complaints
against off duty sworn personnel for DUI?
The patrol environment differs greatly from the

custody environment in which sworn personnel work because
any custody assignment is a controlled environment.

The

inmates have assigned times to eat, have exercise outside
of their cells, and participate in activities outside their
cells at assigned times.

They are under constant

supervision and guard by sworn personnel.

Deputies seldom

have to do things like engage in a foot pursuit with an

inmate within the custody facility because they are in a
secured environment.

There are incidents where force is

used for the purpose of protection of sworn and civilian
personnel working inside the facility, as well as other
inmates.

Because of this relative predictability, the
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opportunity for many types of investigations against sworn
personnel is less likely than those for patrol personnel.

Sworn members working a patrol assignment continuously

deal with a variety of members of the public in a variety

of situations.

All situations have the potential for a

complaint of some nature. Therefore, it seems highly likely
that sworn individuals working a patrol assignment will be

much more apt to generate investigations against them than
are generated by sworn members working in a custody

assignment.

Research Question #13:

During period of this study

did sworn patrol personnel generate'more complaints than
sworn custody personnel?
The investigations that are generated in a custody

setting by sworn personnel are likely fewer in number than
those generated in a patrol setting simply due to some of
the facts describe in previous paragraphs.

Sworn deputies

working custody as their first mandatory assignment lack
the experience that a patrol deputy has.

They are not as

experienced or confident in their articulation or report
writing abilities and may forget to articulate facts that
may actually cause them to be exonerated should they be

investigated for misconduct.

While they may articulate
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/
themselves sufficiently to their supervisors (sergeants,
lieutenants, captains) for a use of force case for example,

it may not be articulated thoroughly enough to survive an
IAB investigation.

Moreover, it is not the job of the

superiors to tell the deputies what to write in their

reports. Because of this it could be predicted that a
higher rate of IAB investigations of sworn custody
personnel turn out to be "founded" than that of sworn

patrol personnel.

Research Question #14: During the period of this study
there was a higher rate of investigations involving sworn
custody personnel "founded" than those involving sworn

patrol personnel?
During this period of study in 2004 there were 61

captains on the LASD.

There were some captains who were

investigated by IAB during this time.

Captains are the top

rank in any unit such as a patrol station or a custody
facility..

The LASD views their responsibility as enormous

and are supposed to hold any captain to the highest

standard at the hint of any wrongdoing.

Given this it

could be'likely that captains would be less apt to be
exonerated or have the result of their investigation be

unfounded.
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Research Question #15: During this period of study in

2004 was there a higher rate of "founded" investigations
for captains than for the other lower ranking sworn

personnel?

Finally, it would be interesting to see if there is a
predominance of accusations against certain ranks and what
the most common accusations are.

Research Question #16:

Of the most common violations

during this period of study, what rank(s) were most often
the subjects of those investigations?

Research Question #17:

Of the most common violations

what percentage of the total amount of those investigations
were founded or unfounded?
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

The department that will be examined for this thesis
will be the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD).
Secondary data analysis of quarterly discipline reports

(QDR's) from the LASD Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) that
are reviewed by the Los Angeles County Office of

Independent Review (OIR) will be used from the third and

fourth quarter of 2004 (July-December).

220 IAB

investigation cases involving 433 sworn personnel ranking
from deputies to captain were investigated during this

period of time for a variety of departmental policy
violations and even criminal charges.
The study will focus on the violations for which the

sworn personnel were accused, and what rank and assignments

those personnel were assigned to at the time. The research
will be able to identify some of the patterns of discipline

within the LASD during this time period and see if there
are any significant findings with regards to comparing such

variables as on duty and off duty occurrences, accusations

of patrol personnel and custody personnel and the like.
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Data Preparation
Data for this study was collected from a public

website on the Internet called laoir.com.

This website was

started by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department at
the direction of the Los Angeles County Board of

Supervisors who also founded the Office of Independent

Review (OIR).

On this website the numerous violations are

listed such as falsifying police reports, use of excessive
force, sexual improprieties, driving under the influence,

making false statements to investigators, false court
testimony, etc.

The alleged violations occurred on and off

duty by sworn personnel, in various assignments such as

patrol, detective positions, those working custody

assignments and administrative positions.
The aforementioned 220 cases involve a total of 433

sworn members of the LASD.

There were 213 deputies, 19

sergeants, five lieutenants, and three captains for which a

disposition was reached.

There were still 148 sworn

members of various ranks where the investigations were
still pending and ongoing in 2004. It is important for the
reader to understand that the sample of 433 sworn may be

inexact due to the fact that investigations that are
pending are non specific as to the number of sworn
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involved.

When there is a disposition on a case i.e.

"founded", the data as per the website (laoir.com) will
give the specific number of sworn along with whatever

discipline was proscribed.
If the disposition is still "pending" the narrative

that describes the details of the case will say something

like "deputies fired several shots...." When the narrative
reads like this, the author simply indicated on the SPSS
data set that there were two sworn members involved.

There

could actually be more than two sworn members involved, but
the writer of this study believed making that assumption
was unnecessary since the member(s) case was still pending.
This being said, those cases that are pending will not be a

part of the data analysis but merely used to more
accurately depict the number of cases being investigated

and the number of sworn personnel involved
Some of the variables that will be used for this study
are the source of the complaint against the sworn member(s)

of the LASD. This variable called "complainant" is coded in

SPSS 11.0 as follows:
1) Unknown complainant- coded as "0".
2) Citizen- coded as "1".
3) Arrestee- coded as "2".
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4) Civilian employee- coded as "3".
5) Sworn, i.e. deputy, sergeant, lieutenant, etc- coded

as "4".
6) Sworn-other agency (i.e. when an officer contacts a
deputy who is DUI off duty)- coded as "5".
Some of the other variables describe the reason for

investigation such as the significant use of force, deadly
use of force, etc".

The following is how the variables are

coded in the data set. All of them are coded as 0/1.

covers for "system missing".

"1" means "yes".

"0"

There is a

"2" which means "no" but is never used because if the

answer is "yes" as to whether or not significant force, was
used, then the obvious answer if it was not used would be

"no" and therefore not necessary to use the code "2".

The

same rules (i.e. system missing, yes and no) apply to the
following coding patterns involving the disciplinary
dispositions.

The dispositions listed in SPSS 11.0 for IAB cases in
the third and fourth quarter of 2004 are as follows:

1) Founded - This means that the investigation revealed

that the charges against the sworn personnel are

valid.

Coded as 0/1.

2) Unfounded - This means that the investigation
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revealed that the charges against the sworn

personnel are invalid, in other words, there is no
way to prove that the accusation(s ) is valid. Coded
as 0/1.
3) Unresolved - This means that the investigation

revealed that there is not enough evidence to
continue the investigation.

This could be due to a

variety of reasons such as the witnesses against the

sworn individual decided not to testify against
them, evidence was lost, or any number of reasons
that would make it futile to continue investigating.

Coded as 0/1
4) Pending - Means that the investigation is continuing

and that no decision has been made because the
investigation is not complete.

Coded as 0/1.

There is a disposition for the LASD that is called
"exonerated" but for the purposes of this research, it is
the same as unfounded.

Therefore "exonerated" is not

listed as one of the variables in the data set.
The levels of discipline are as follows:
1) Written reprimands - This is a letter written to

the offending sworn individual that reprimands him
or her for the violation that was committed.
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The

letter is kept as permanent record for that
individual. Coded as 0/1.

2)

Receiving days off of work without pay - A sworn

employee can receive anywhere from, one day to 30

days off without pay.

A sworn employee cannot

receive more than 30 days off or they are
automatically terminated. Coding will simply be "1-

30". 1= One day off without, pay and 30= 30 days off
without pay.
3)

Demotion of rank - Coded as 0/1.

4)

Discharge - Coded as 0/1.

5)

Criminal prosecution - Coded as 0/1.

There is a variable that helps to identify whether an

incident had one or multiple (more than one) sworn members
involved in a single incident and is coded as "1" when the

incident involves one sworn member, and "2" when the
incident involves more than one sworn member. The
descriptions for all of these variables, dispositions,
etc., in the SPSS data set are available in (See Appendix

A) .
One limitation is that the data will not show if there
are repeat offenders according to the QDR's so the

statistics will not show an accurate cross section of sworn
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employees over a period of several years.

This data while

low in reliability because it cannot be applied to every
other police agency, is high in validity for the LASD.

There is certain language used when describing certain
acts of misconduct in the QDR's that is unique to deputies,

assigned to patrol stations.

Whenever words such as

"traffic stop" or "detained" are used, it refers to the
actions of that of a patrol deputy.

If a detective,

sergeant or other ranking sworn individual's misconduct is

mentioned; the words detective, sergeant, etc, are used to
describe them.

Sampling
This study covers a time frame involving 433 total

sworn employees will be obtained of all the sworn personnel
drawn from the QDR's since this report is not dealing with

non-sworn employees.

The simple random sample (Sudman,

1983) of sworn personnel will be drawn from the third and
fourth quarter (July through December) of the year 2004.

Using a sampling frame (Olken and Rotemt, 1986) from this
report is probably the easiest method to go with since the

QDR's can be accessed via the internet (laoir.com). These

reports also disclose no names, gender, race or tenure.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS

This study endeavored to discover if the findings were
significant with regard to certain alleged improper acts
per LASD IAB investigations and certain variables.

All of

the research questions had a prediction of significance and

those predictions were discussed in the previous chapter.
These predictions would then equate to a one-tailed set of

tests with a positive skew and therefore the probability
would be p<.10.

Incidents With Multiple Sworn Versus Single Sworn
The first variable dealt with if there were multiple

sworn personnel involved in an incident that was
subsequently investigated by IAB. The total number of

incidents that IAB investigated involving just one sworn
was n=101, while the total incidents for more than one (or
multiple sworn) was n=119.

The first question asked "Are

sworn personnel more likely to become investigated for uses,
of significant force incidents when there are more than one

sworn personnel involved?" It was predicted that there
would likely be a significant difference and in fact there
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was. Incidents of significant force investigated involving

only one member occurred an average of 10% (M=.O99) while

incidents with more than one were 23% (M=.235). This was a
significant finding because F=7.27r p=.008 (see Table 1).

Table 1
Analysis of Variance For Multiple Sworn Versus Single Sworn
Variable
Significant force
non firearm

Deadly Force Used
Firearm

Fail to Safeguard
Inmate

Fail to Report
Force

N
101

Mean
.0990

Case involves more
than one sworn member

119

.2353

Total

220

.1727

Case involves one
sworn member

101

.2673

Case involves more
than one sworn member

119

.2689

Total
Case involves one
sworn member

220
101

.2682
.0099

Case involves more
than one sworn member

119

.0588

Total
Case involves one
sworn member

220
101

.0364
.0099

Case involves more
than one sworn member

119

.0588

Total

220

.0364

Case involves one
sworn member
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F
7.271

Sig.
.008

. 001

.979

3.761

.054

3.761

.054

The same variables were used to discover if the same
could be predicted when the case involved the use of deadly

force. Interestingly enough the prediction for this

question was not proven. Out of all the deadly force cases,
27% of the time only one sworn member was involved (n=101)

(M= .267).

The cases that involve more than one sworn

member were also 27% (n=119)(M=.268). This finding is not

significant (p>,10) because F=.OO1, p=.979 (see Table 1).
This indicates that there are just as many deadly force
incidents involving multiple sworn personnel as there was

involving just one sworn member.

More on this finding will

be discussed in the conclusion section of this study.
Some insight was offered as to the prediction of

significance for the next research question which mostly

boiled down to the fact that when people, let alone sworn
officers, get to talking in a big group they can forget to
take care of their responsibilities.

The next question dealt again with the same variable

involving multiple sworn vs. one sworn, and the variable of

"failing to safeguard, inmates." The prediction of
significance was accurate as out of cases involving this

occurrence when only one sworn member is involved (n=101)
is less than 1% (M=.OO9).

Cases that involve more than one
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sworn member (n=119) in this incident are approximately 6%

(M=.O58). The findings were significant because .F=3.761,
p=.O54 (see Table 1).
A prediction of significance was made when the

investigation involved failing to report force. In this
type of incident when one sworn member was involved in a

single use of force, less than 1% (M=.OO9) failed to report
it as opposed to 6% (M=.O58) when more than one sworn
member was involved in a single use of force. The finding

is significant because F=3.761, p=.O54 (see Table 1).

Analysis of Types of Complainants
The next several questions dealt with the variable

dealing with the category of complainant filing a complaint

against a sworn member of the LASD.

The variable

encompassed the following types of complainants that filed
complaints during this period in 2004:

citizens,

arrestees, civilian employees, sworn personnel from LASD,
and sworn personnel from other agencies.

The first

variable that was paired with a complainant type was that
of sexual improprieties. Out of all citizen complaints

(n=36) approximately 19% (M=.194) were for sexual

improprieties while only about 1% (M=.O12) of all sworn
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complaints (n=165) were for this. The finding was
significant because F=7.135, p=.000 (see Table 2).

No

other category of complainant filed complaints of this

nature.

Table 2

Analysis of Variance For Complainant Versus Type of
Complainant
Variable
Sexual
improprieties while
on duty

Significant force
used non-firearm

Deadly Force Used
Firearm

Disorderly Conduct

Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total
Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total

Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total
Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total
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N
36
5
3
165

Mean
.1944
.0000
.0000
.0121

10
219

.0000
.0411

36
5
3
165

.0278
.0000
.0000
.2242

10
219

.0000
.1735

36
5
3
165

.0278
.0000
.0000
.3515

10
219

.0000
.2694

36
5
3
165

.0556
.0000
.0000
.0000

10
219

.0000
.0091

F
'7.135

Sig.
.000

3.121

.016

6.268

.000

2.630

.035

Domestic Violence

Making false
statements

Fail to report offduty fight

Deputy arrested for
DU I

Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total
Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total

Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total
Citizen
Arrestee
Civilian Employee
Sworn i.e. deputy,
sergeant, lieutenant,
etc.
Sworn other agency
Total

36
5
3
165

.1389
.0000
.0000
. 0000

10
219

. 0000
.0228

36
5
3
165

.1111
.2000
.0000
. .0182

10
219

.0000
.0365

36
5
3
165

.0556
. 0000
.0000
. 0000

10
219

.0000
.0091

36
5
3
165

.0278
.0000
.0000
.0061

10
219

.3000
.0228

7.211

.000

2.981

.020

2.630

.035

10.785

.000

The next question used the same variable to

investigate the findings in the use of significant force.
The prediction was made of significance largely because of

the mandatory investigation required by IAB in all
significant force incidents that involve significant
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injury, however slight.

Therefore the findings should not

be surprising. Out of all citizen complaints filed (n=36),
about 3% were complaints involving significant force

(M=.O27), while out of all complaints made by sworn

personnel (n=165) about 22% were for this (M=s.224) .

The

findings were significant because F=3.121, p=.O16 (see
Table 2).

No other category of complaint filed a complaint

for this.
Since mandatory IAB investigations are required for

deadly force as well, the prediction of significance should
not be surprising for the next question. Out of all

complaints made by sworn personnel (n=165) 35% were for the

Out of all citizen

use of deadly force (M-.351).

complaints (n=36) 3% were for this (M=.O27).

The findings

were significant because F=6.268, p=.000 (see Table 2). No
other category of complaint filed a complaint for this.

It was a foregone conclusion that a charge of
disorderly conduct against a sworn member was made while

that member was involved in an off-duty incident. On-duty

personnel would never be charged with such a crime but
rather a policy violation such as conduct that is

unbecoming of a sworn member.

The prediction was that

there would be a significant finding for this that in fact
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there was. Out of all complaints made by citizens (n=36)

about 6% were for this (M=.O556). The finding was
significant because F=2.630, p=.O35 (see Table 2). No other
category of complaint filed a complaint for this.
The prediction for the next question was that citizens

would be the predominate complaint against sworn members

accused of domestic violence. The charge of domestic

violence could be leveled against an on-duty sworn member
rather than a policy violation, but it just so happens that
the only charges of domestic violence during this period of

study occurred off-duty. Out of all complaints made by
citizens (n=36) 14% were for domestic violence (M=.138).
The finding was significant because F=7.211, p=.000 (see

Table 2). No other category of complaint filed a complaint
for this.

If one were to ask a police officer how many times

someone they arrested accused them of making a false arrest
(e.g. false statements), many would probably say that they
have been informally accused by the arrestee numerous

times. That is not to say that there have not been valid

complaints by arrestees of this nature before. Therefore
out of all complaints made be arrestees (n=5) 20% were

accusations against a sworn member of making false
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statements (M=.2OO) while out of all citizen complaints
(n=36) 11% were for this (M=.lll).

It is important to ■

mention that while an arrestee is technically a citizen,

they are differentiated as arrestees in the SPSS data. This

finding was significant -because F=2.981, p=.020 (see Table
2) .

No other category of complainant filed a complaint for

this.
The next question dealt with the accusation of failing

to report an off-duty fight. It was predicted that there

would be a significant finding on this one and in fact
there was.

Out of all complaints made by citizens (n=36)

6% were for sworn personnel failing to report an off-duty
fight'(M=.0556). What most likely happened in these

situations is that the sworn member was fighting someone

known to the citizen. The citizen reported this fight after
the sworn member had left the location of the incident.

Subsequent investigation led to the discovery that the
other party was a sworn LASD member and therefore made the

appropriate accusation, as it was not reported according to
LASD policy and procedures.

The findings are significant

because F=2.630, p=.O35 (see Table 2). No other category of

complaint filed a complaint for this.
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It was predicted that sworn personnel from another
agency be more likely to file complaints against LASD sworn
for driving under the influence of alcohol. Out of all

complaints made by citizens (n=36) 3% were for accusations
made against sworn LASD personnel for driving under the
influence of alcohol (M-.027).

Out of all complaints made

by sworn personnel other than those from the LASD (n=165)

less than 1% were for this (M=.OO6).

The findings were

significant because F=10.785, p=.000 (see Table 2). No

other category of complaint filed a complaint for this.

Patrol Investigations Versus Custody Investigations
The next issue was whether custody or patrol personnel

generate more complaints. The findings indicated that 286
out of 3,196 total patrol personnel (9%) had investigations

against them.

78 out of 2,048 total sworn custody

personnel (3%) had IAB investigations against them.

Out of

the total sworn personnel for the third and fourth quarter

of 2004,

(8,574) patrol personnel account for 3% of all

investigations generated for this period while custody
accounted for less than .5% (see Table 3)'.
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Table 3
Total Number of Sworn Los Angeles Sheriff's Department
Investigated For 3rd and 4th Quarter of 2004
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Founded Versus Unfounded Accusations by Assignment
The next question that dealt with rates of sworn

department personnel was that involving "founded"

investigations.

Specifically, "During the period of this

study was a higher rate of investigations involving sworn

custody personnel "founded" than those involving sworn
patrol personnel?" Following the analysis of patrol and
custody, we will look at the comparisons of founded vs.

unfounded investigations of detective bureau, off-duty
incidents, and administrative assignments.
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Patrol
The findings indicate that 106 of the 286

'investigations taking place in patrol were founded (37%)

while 52 of the investigations of patrol personnel were
unfounded (18%).

97 of the 271 investigations against patrol deputies
were founded (37%) while 48 of the investigations against

patrol deputies were unfounded (18%).

Five of the 10 total

investigations against sergeants were founded (50%), while
three were unfounded (30%). Two of the three total

investigations against lieutenants were founded (67%), and
one (33%) was unfounded. For captains, 2 out of 2

investigations were founded (100%) while there were none
that were unfounded (see Table 4).

Table 4

Internal Affairs Bureau Dispositions For 3RD
And 4th Quarter of 2004
DISPO

UNFOUNDED

FOUNDED

%

%
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UNRESOLVED

PENDING

TOTALS

%
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3
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0
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0
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Custody
For custody, of the 78 investigations, 55 of them were

founded (71%) and 3 were unfounded (4%).
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For custody there 39 of the 60 deputies whose

accusations were founded, while one resulted in unfounded

(1%) . There were 15 out of 17 total sergeants who had
founded accusations (88%), while one out of one total

lieutenant had founded accusations (100%). There were no

custody captains who had accusations against them.
There were a total of 206 founded investigations for

the entire LASD.

106 (51%)of those founded investigations

were for patrol while 55 (26.6%)% of all founded
investigations were for custody personnel. There were a

total of 59 unfounded investigations for patrol (29%), and
3 unfounded investigations for custody (3%). There were no

custody captains who had accusations against them (see

Table 4).

Detective Bureau
There were no founded or unfounded accusations against
detective during this study period.

There were only a

total of three unresolved, and three pending investigations
for a total of six of the rank of deputy.

Off Duty
For off duty incidents there 31 of the 41 deputies

(76%) whose accusations were founded, while one resulted in

unfounded (2%). There were two out of two total sergeants
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who had founded accusations (100%).

There were no

lieutenants or captains who were under investigation for
detective bureau (see Table 4).
Administrative
For administrative positions there 8 of the 15

deputies whose accusations were founded (53%), while none

resulted in unfounded. There were two out of three total

sergeants who had founded accusations (67%), and one whose
accusations were unfounded (33%). Four out of four total
lieutenant had founded accusations (100%), and one out of
one captain investigation had founded accusations

(100%)(see Table 4).
There was an interesting finding regarding the rank of

captain on LASD with regard to "founded" investigations.
The findings were interesting despite the relatively small

number of captains compared to any other rank. Captains

were the only rank that had "founded" investigations 100%
of the time. There were only three captains who were under

investigation and the subsequent result was "founded". With
only 61 total captains that percentage of founded

investigations for that rank is almost 5%(see Table 4).
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Most Common Types of Investigations

Finally this study will analyze some of the most
common violations investigated by the IAB, what ranks were

most often the subjects of those investigations, and what

percentage resulted in founded and unfounded outcomes.
Investigations into the use of deadly force and
significant force were by far the most common incidents

investigated.

During the third and fourth quarter of 2004

there were 59 total investigations for the use of deadly

force.

This is 26.8% of the total amount of investigations

(n=220) for this period of study (see Table 5).

Table 5

Internal Affairs Bureau Charges By Rank
TOTAL STORK
INVESTIGATED
BY RANK
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fail to safeguard
money belonging to
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making complaint
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Brandish firearm
possession of illegal
firearm
planting evidence on
suspect
fail to inform of
outside
employment
unauthorized ride
along
destruction of '
evidence
DUI in county vehicle

# OF CASES
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fail to ensure safety
check
of inmate
insubordination-clash
with
supervisor
premature release of
DUI resulting in death
of DUI driver
sex with minor
fail to obey terminate
order of pursuit
restricted hours of
ride along for
explorer
deputy arrested for
DUI
passenger of DUI dep
reprimand for had been
drinking
Threats to deputy
district attorney
Theft of station funds
test positive for
illicit drug use
off duty deputy
batters on
duty peace officer
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Grand Total

There were 87 deputies investigated for the use of.

deadly force that is 22.4% of all the sworn personnel under
investigation during this period of study.

Of this number

five deputies (6%) were found to have used deadly force

improperly in some capacity that resulted in an outcome of

"founded."

There were also 11 deputies (13%)whose

investigations for such were deemed "unfounded."

The

remainder of the investigations of deputies are still

pending.

There were also two sergeants whose

investigations for deadly force were still pending for this
period of study.

There were no other ranks investigated

for this during this period of study (see Table 5).
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The next most common investigation was for the use of
significant force.

There were a total of 38 (17.2% of

total cases) cases involving 69 deputies (17.7% of all

personnel investigated) and one sergeant.

There were no

other ranks investigated for this during this period of
study.

There was founded investigation against two

deputies (3%), with 25 total unfounded (36%) investigations

against deputies for this accusation.

There was also one

sergeant for whom the complaint against was deemed founded.
The remainder of investigations for these incidents were

either unresolved or pending at the time of this period of
study (see Table 5).

There were a total of 10 cases were sworn personnel

were investigated for poor tactical practices.

There were

18 deputies investigated for this, and one sergeant.

were no other ranks investigated for this.

There

The results of

these investigations show that the accusations were founded

against 11 deputies (61%), while three (28%)were unfounded.
The one sergeant who was investigated for poor tactical

practices had the investigation deemed unfounded (see Table

5) .

There were nine cases of investigations of

unreasonable force.

Of these cases there was a total of 19
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deputies and one sergeant investigated.

Eight of those

deputies had there investigations deemed founded (42%),
while five deputies had their investigations deemed as

One sergeant had an unfounded

unfounded (26%).

investigation.

There were no additional ranks

investigated, and the remainder of the cases are either

unresolved or pending (see Table 5).
There were eight total investigations against deputies
for making false statements.

There were a total of 12

deputies, and no other ranks investigated.

The

investigations against these 12 all resulted in founded
allegations (see 'Table 5) .
There were a total of eight investigations for the

failure to report the use of force.

Nine of the subjects

were deputies, three were sergeants, and one was a

lieutenant.

Six of these deputies had founded allegations

against them (67%), while three others had unfounded

allegations (33%).

One sergeant (33%) and one lieutenant

had founded allegations against them.

The cases against

the remaining two sergeants are either unresolved or

pending (see Table 5).
In the cases of failing to safeguard inmates, there

were eight total cases involving 22 deputies, seven
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sergeants, and one lieutenant.

Of these all 22 deputies

(100%) had their investigation result as founded, six of
the sergeants (86%)investigations were founded while one

other sergeant had an unfounded result.

The lone

lieutenant's investigation had the result as founded.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis examined complaints against officers who

may have abused their duty to use coercive force
responsibly, as well as other complaints against various

ranks of sworn personnel like sexual improprieties, making
false statements, etc.

Police officers will always have their critics whether

they are doing their jobs properly or improperly simply
because of the very nature of law enforcement. People

generally do not like to be controlled. When police

officers do their job it may mean that someone's freedom or
Ideally, law enforcement

even life will be taken away.

will always do their jobs perfectly according to their
respective department policies, and laws that govern their

behavior.
Like any job though, this is not a reality.

The

police will always be subject to internal and/or criminal
investigations but not always because they are

intentionally breaking those laws or policies.

When an

employee in virtually any other profession makes a mistake,
the consequences are likely not as serious or far reaching
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as when a police officer makes one. When a police officer
makes a mistake, it could unnecessarily cost someone their

freedom (i.e. making a false arrest), their overall peace
and well-being, and even their lives.

As long as there are

fallible human beings hired as police officers, there will

be officers of all ranks who are subject to criminal and/or
administrative penalties by their respective departments.
Police are unique in that their internal departmental

policies govern both their on-duty and off-duty conduct.

They are subject to complaints not only from citizens, but

from those they arrest, civilian employees within their
departments, sworn members from their departments as well

as sworn members from other police departments.

This is

why it is so crucial that police departments everywhere

insist on only the best-qualified candidates with the

highest amount of integrity for the job.

Significance of the Findings
Multiple-Sworn Versus Single Sworn

This study attempted to analyze the disciplinary
patterns and system of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's

Department.

Using ANOVAS to analyze the data from 2004

(third and fourth quarter), significant findings were
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discovered when analyzing whether multiple sworn LASD
members are more likely to become engaged in certain
behaviors or job tasks.

Significant Uses of Force
The findings for the significant uses of force by

sworn members indicates that when more than one sworn
member is present at an -incident, significant force is more

likely to be used than with a single officer encounter.
Some of the studies seem to suggest that this is a given
because multiple officers are more likely to engage
suspects who are potentially more violent.

Conversely,

some might think that there is potential for rogue activity
when multiple officers encounter suspects. That is mere
speculation, and research does not tend to support such an

opinion.

Still if there are any policy implications to be

derived from this, it would be to continue the proper
training of sworn personnel to ensure that potentially

violent encounters are handled with the utmost degree of
professionalism.
The Use of Deadly Force
One of the most interesting findings to this author is
that there was no apparent significant correlation between

multiple sworn personnel vs. a single sworn member and the
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probability that they will be involved in the use of deadly

force. Many critics of law enforcement assume that mob

mentality takes over in the event of an officer involved
shooting and that many officers will fire their weapons at

a subject because of contagious fire. The finding on the
use of deadly force suggests that the multiple officers

involved in a single shooting were all firing because of a
fear for their lives or the lives of others.

These

incidents did not show to be on the increase simply because
of the multiple officer factors.

Failing to Safeguard Inmates
The finding for this variable was significant.

The

incidents that were investigated for this dealt with sworn
who failed to protect inmates from getting attacked, or

injured in some other way while in their cells.

Sworn

members working custody assignments have a very routine job

most of the time.

Their responsibilities could be

described as those of adult babysitters.

The inmates are

behind locked cell gates (aka locked down) most of the
time, while the sworn members supervise them from a secure

area.

The area containing the cells and the secure area is

known as a module. The job of a custody deputy, frankly,

gets mundane.

Therefore it is highly possible that when
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multiple officers gather together in a cell module, they

may be more in tune with there own conversations, and fail

to pay attention to what the inmates are doing in the

cells.
When a single sworn member is in the module, it could

be more likely that, due to lack of conversation, they
would pay more attention to what the inmates are doing.
While the theory just described discusses a custody
facility setting, the same might describe why this may tend
to happen in a station jail facility as well. Wherever the

occurrence, it is important that sworn members be trained
as to the liability they incur.

Too many deputy sheriffs

learn a painful lesson by being sued, disciplined or fired

before they realize the importance of their
responsibilities .

Failing to Report Force
The finding here suggests that when more than one

officer is present at or involved in a force incident that

they are less likely to report the force than if only a

single officer is involved.

case is peer influence.

One reason this may be the

One sworn member may convince

another that reporting the force is unnecessary perhaps
because they feel it does not meet the criteria for
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mandatory force reporting.

Another reason may be that one

member convinces another one that they would be able to get

away with not reporting a legitimate use of force because
reporting it would cause the need for too much paperwork to

be written.
Regardless of the reasons sworn personnel should be
thoroughly trained as to the use of force and the proper
reporting of it. It has been this writer's experience that
this type of training is not given as timely as it should

be due to other state mandated training that often takes
precedence.
This being said there are two basic types of training

that the LASD gives.

One is department-mandated training

that the department, and the Commission of Peace Officer
Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.) mandates.

P.O.S.T. is a

state run entity that sets standards and guidelines for
training their officer recruits and sworn officers that

each police department in California must abide by.
The other type of training is training mandated by the

state or federal laws.

Failure to train to this standard

is a violation of the law whereas failure to ensure current
P.O.S.T. training is not.

The consequences for the LASD

associated with failure to ensure the state or federal
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mandated training are much greater than failing to ensure

current P.O.S.T. and/or department mandated training.
Therefore something like force and force reporting (which

is P.O.S.T.) can be postponed in order that state mandated
training, such as cultural diversity training can proceed.

It is essential that force training and reporting be
regularly implemented so that sworn personnel have the

knowledge and the confidence to do their jobs thoroughly.

To address the issue of peer pressure, a good idea might be
to have peer mentors for deputies.

One step the LASD has

taken is the creation of a "master training officer"

position.

This position appoints one sworn member as a

peer trainer and does not solely rely on the sergeants and
higher ranks to mentor and train deputies.

The master

training officer is generally a deputy with greater tenure
and knowledge for whom the rest of the deputies have a
great deal of respect. Therefore this position has the

potential to influence a younger deputy to report force

when they might not otherwise because the master training
officer can have a positive and instructive influence on

him or her.
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Types of Complainants

Sexual Improprieties
The finding for sexual improprieties was significant

and indicated that it is more likely that these complaints

come from citizens than any other category of complainant.
The citizens who complain are sometimes individuals with

whom sworn members are attempting to establish a dating

relationship.

The accusations of sex with underage

females, and even prostitution were present.

It would seem

the biggest issue here is the need to hire people with
character and common sense.

Sexual harassment training can

be an effective tool for this as well.

The LASD has

ongoing training in this area and policies that prohibit
inappropriate conduct.
Uses of Significant and Deadly Force

One significant finding that should be both refreshing

and interesting to the reader is that when it comes to
significant and/or deadly force, sworn, personnel filed more

complaints than citizens.

It is important that society

knows that the LASD takes these very serious incidents and
investigates as a matter of routine, and investigates them
thoroughly.

The policies that LASD has practiced for years
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in this area are very thorough and set the standard for

other departments across the country.

Disorderly Conduct
Citizens were the primary complainants against sworn

members for this one. Incidents of this type for this study
usually involved the excessive use of alcohol.

The

policies prohibiting this behavior are already in place. A
likely guarantee against increased complaints of disorderly

conduct would be in conducting thorough background
investigations on applicants.

This would enhance the

likelihood that charges of this type would be minimized.
Arguably, these complaints have increased since 2003

according to a recent report by the Office of Independent
Review.

According to the report, hiring standards were

loosened in order to accomplish the hiring goals of the
LASD.

This of course is the topic for another study.

Domestic Violence
Most of the complaints against sworn members for

domestic violence were from citizens.

These were the wives

or girlfriends of male sworn members who lodged these

accusations.

It is difficult to assign a policy

implication to something like this, but suffice to say,
sworn members should be well acquainted with domestic
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violence laws.

The LASD already has anger management

training for sworn members, and counseling for couples

available free of charge as long as at least one is a sworn
member.

The consequences for a domestic violence

conviction for a sworn member are- severe. Termination would
be mandatory because state law prohibits any person from
possessing a firearm who is convicted of these offenses.
Making False Statements

When comparing complainant types to complaints filed
and who initiated the complaint, many significant findings

were also discovered. One finding that may surprise the

reader is the seemingly large percentage of arrestees that
accused sworn personnel of making false statements against

them (20%).

It is important to mention that it is an

accusation only and that many complaints from arrestees
(even according to the literature) are unfounded, and many

arrestees who complain do not follow through with the

investigatory process.

It could be argued that often times

they file the initial complaint because they are on parole
or probation and are scared that they will have to return
to * prison if their parole officer decides to charge them

with violating their parole.
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Another reason could be that while they had formerly

been engaged in routine criminal activity but had tried to
piece their lives back together.

Subsequently they

committed another crime and believed that their life would

be ruined from another arrest.

In an act of desperation,

they make the complaint of false arrest and/or making false

statements against the sworn member.
Sometimes, arrestees will accuse police of lying and
such in order to get themselves exonerated.

Both of these

reasons have occurred in this author's tenure with the LASD
to sworn personnel known to him.

An arrestee had also

falsely accused this author many years ago.

The apparent

reason was that the arrestee had never been arrested

before, and this author believes that he was the byproduct

of a spoiled rotten upbringing where he was never held

accountable for his actions.
This is not to say that there have never been less

than reputable sworn individuals with the LASD over the

years.

To increase the likelihood that sworn members will

not be prone to making false statements, those with the

highest character should be hired.

Additionally, more in

service training could be offered on a routine basis that

encourages integrity.

Role-playing in this type of
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training could be helpful.

As mentioned above, the master

training officer program has the potential to influence

some of the younger deputies in a positive way.

Not the

least of which is giving statements in court or in
investigations with the highest amount of integrity.

Failure to Report an Off-Duty Fight
Why would an officer fail to report an off-duty fight?
One reason could be that when they are off-duty they do not

want to have the hassle of reporting the fight, writing a

report, enduring a lengthy investigation, the possibility
of lawsuits, etc.

One burden that comes with being a peace

officer is that you are technically on duty 24 hours per

day.

When an officer takes action, regardless of whether

that action is proper or not, it is their duty to report

it.

More proper training could teach reinforce this.

Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol
About 3% of the complaints citizens filed against off-

duty sworn were for this, while about 1% of the complaints

against LASD sworn were by officers from other agencies.
Either way you slice this, it is a problem when police
officers are arrested for this crime.

It may even be more

significant that fellow police officers are more likely to

arrest off-duty DUI officers than perhaps in years past.
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While this may come as little to no surprise to some
individuals it is to this author and here is why.

In years

past law enforcement officers, when dealing with incidents
involving off-duty police officers, would extend a

professional courtesy to fellow officers when they had been
drinking.

This practice still exists, but only when the

off-duty member is cooperative, and in the judgment of the
officer handling the call involving same believes that

releasing the off-duty member will put no one in the public

or the officer in danger.
It is not a practice, nor has it ever been for an

officer to release someone whom they feel is driving under
the influence of alcohol (D.U.I). The officer may have used
discretion in transporting the off-duty member home, but

never, to this author's knowledge, has it been a practice
to allow a D.U.I to drive away.
But why mention all of this?

Increasingly the LASD is

disciplining sworn members for violating department
policies off-duty especially when they involve alcohol. It

is important to mention that many of these off-duty

incidents (13 out of 35 or 37%) involved the sworn member's
use of alcohol.
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Neighboring law enforcement agencies are increasingly
arresting D.U.I. off-duty officers, and/or turning them in

to their agencies for discipline.

In an opinion expressed

in a recent report issued by LASD Sheriff Leroy D. Baca,

alcohol involved off-duty incidents with LASD sworn,
personnel are on the rise and discipline for such has
nearly doubled since 2004.

It would make for an

interesting study to discover if there are significant

correlations between the compromising of hiring standards,

background investigations, and the increase in alcohol
involved incidents.
All,of the findings in this study have limitations

simply because the data was gathered from a six month
period.

No genders, ethnicities, or tenures were included

in the data nor could they be used to aid in the analysis.

148 sworn personnel during this time period still had
pending investigation dispositions.

A more thorough study

involving a longer period of time is recommended in order
to discover if the same patterns of discipline exist over a
longer span of time, or if some trends, i.e. off-duty

alcohol related incidents are significantly increasing.
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Rates - Founded Versus Unfounded Investigations

Custody

By far sworn personnel who work patrol and custody
assignments generated the most investigations during this

study period.

The fact that patrol has a lesser percentage

of founded investigations than custody suggests a lack of
experience on the part of sworn custody personnel. Custody

positions are the first assignments for new deputies who

have graduated the academy.

Therefore they have less

experience at articulating themselves thoroughly in
reports.
Thorough report writing can stave off a potential and

possibly unnecessary investigation.

Additionally when

custody personnel become involved in something like a use

of force incident, there may be numerous sworn personnel at
the incident. Lack of thoroughness in reporting, and

possibly unnecessary involvement in an incident like this

could cause the accusations against them to be founded.
Patrol

Patrol is a mandatory assignment and by the time
deputies go to patrol, they may have as many as five years

experience as law enforcement officers.

Once on patrol,

they are trained for a minimum of six months and learn to
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do police work, and write very thorough reports.

In short,

it is quite possible that the experience they gain from
working custody and then going to patrol has made them a

much more mature individual and a more seasoned officer.
Possibly they are less likely to get themselves into

frivolous investigations.
Detective Bureau and Administrative
Sworn members in other assignments of detective bureau

and administrative positions had relatively few
investigations.

Their dealings with the citizens and

arrestees are much less than those working patrol and

custody. Detective Bureau had no founded investigations.
Those in administrative positions however had 53% of their
investigations founded. Lieutenants and captains had 100%

of their accusations founded.
chapter four.

The figures are listed in

There are really no policy implications that

come to mind, but it is important to mention that the LASD

tries to make a practice out of holding the higher-ranking
members accountable.
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Most Common Types of Investigations

During this period of study there was a total of 61
different accusations against sworn personnel of the LASD.

Out of those 61 there were six discussed as the most

common.

They are enumerated in the following paragraphs.

Use of Significant and Deadly Force

It is no surprise that the most common types of

accusations stem from the use of deadly and significant

force.

This is a huge part of a police officer's job.

They are bound to become involved in these incidents given
the primary nature of the job itself namely; the legal

deprivation of someone's freedom.

Poor Tactical Practices
Sworn personnel will always be judged retroactively
for their tactical practices.

This issue should always be

addressed through proper force training and should not be
preempted by other training that is state mandated (see
above). This accusation was not found to have statistical

significance.
Unreasonable Force

This accusation was also not found to have statistical

significance. Unreasonable force should never be used of
course, but the reader should bear in mind that often times
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the sworn member has only a few seconds to react to a

violent situation and that the investigating bodies have
months to decide if what he or she did was right or wrong.
This is not to deny the fact that unreasonable force can

also be force that is recklessly and improperly employed.

For all of these instances though, proper and recurrent
training should be ongoing. Additionally mentioned in

chapter four as a common accusation was the failure to
report force.

In the data analysis section however, this

was not found to have statistical significance. More

training in the reporting of force needs to happen on a
regular and routine basis.

Making False Statements

Making false 'statements was another common
investigation against sworn personnel.

To shed some

perspective on this, sworn personnel sometimes fear telling

the truth for fear of repercussions.

Training should

include integrity scenarios that give the recruit and/or
sworn personnel practice at not making false statements in

an investigation or when they testify in court.

This

attitude should be reinforced at all units of assignments
and at all ranks.
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Failing to Safeguard Inmates
Failing to safeguard inmates was the last of the most

common investigations.
personnel.

This involved sworn custody

Ongoing training as to a sworn individual's

legal responsibilities should be paramount.

Recommendations for Future Research

It is the opinion of this author that there needs to

be further research on the hiring practices of police
departments in general.

An honest look into how hiring

agendas and quotas affect the quality of officers in
various departments needs to be examined and then brought

to the public's attention.

This author believes that this

type of research would reveal that department's around the
country are forced to take shortcuts in the hiring of
individuals who will ultimately be given an enormous amount

of authority not to mention a gun, and other weapons at

their disposal. Is this to suggest that the significant
findings in this research are correlated to a compromise in

hiring practices?

Obviously that cannot be shown at the

present time and in this study.

Is the intention to accuse

anyone who is under investigation as incompetent?

Never!

What it is though is recognition by this author that the
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police culture never takes a hard look back once an officer
graduates from the academy and acknowledges that perhaps
some people never should have been hired.

Take the issue in the first research question.

One

could assume that sworn personnel are heavily influenced by
their peers and therefore may be more apt to become
involved in significant uses of force if there is a group

of offices together.

This is difficult to say because

there are so many good officers working to protect the

citizens of their respective jurisdictions. At the same
time, the background process for hiring, if used

effectively, can aid in determining who is apt to succumb
to negative types of peer pressure.

What is significant

with regard to deadly force, at least in this study, is
that there is no apparent indication that multiple officers
are more apt to shoot than a single officer.

This may help

to show the diehard critics of police shootings that the

shootings we become involved in are done because officers
are truly in fear for their, lives or the lives of others.

The first several research questions deal with the

correlation between multiple officers involved in incidents
vs. a single officer and their involvement in an incident.

It seems reasonable to point out the aforementioned hard
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look at hiring practices, and research into similar

correlations.

It seems the LASD is ahead of the curve as far as
their treatment of the seriousness of significant uses of

force as well as deadly force.

The percentages of

investigations should indicate how serious the LASD takes

these incidents.

Some would say that having every incident

of these types automatically investigated by IAB is

overkill and may cause a sworn member to hesitate because

of the hassle that is involved with regard to paperwork and
investigations in any significant or deadly force incident.

Others would say it is a good preventative against public

criticism, lawsuits, etc.

Some would say that both points

are valid, as would this author.

It seems necessary to

research the effectiveness of thorough investigation and
its effect on lawsuits. Another point of view would be to
analyze officer injuries and see if a correlation can be

made to stringent use of force investigation policies, and
officers' hesitation and possibly subsequent injuries as a
result.

As far as further research is concerned, the remaining
research questions could point to the need to correlate

various aspects of background investigations and hiring
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standards and see if there is a significant increase in
overall misconduct i.e. domestic violence, disorderly

conduct, drug usage, driving under the influence, etc.
Each police department should be interested in hiring the
best potential candidates and use research mentioned in
previous sentences to help make an honest appraisal of the

process they use to hire those candidates.

Some Final Thoughts

As far as policy implications are concerned, it is the
opinion of this writer that the LASD has set the standard
for disciplinary and investigation practices of their sworn
personnel.

While no system is perfect, it seems logical to

say that it is the best it can be at this point in time.

It is this writer's opinion that the LASD should adopt
policies that ensure that hiring standards are as stringent

as possible.

Agendas and lawsuits (details excluded) are

dictating the hiring practices and making it extremely
difficult for those candidates who do not fit these agendas

to get hired.

This is perhaps discouraging some excellent

candidates from ever applying in the first place.
What is an important question to ask is that if

certain types of misconduct are on the rise, could it
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possibly be connected to the hiring of some unqualified
people?

As related in the report on the now infamous Los

Angeles Department Rampart scandal, many of the individuals
involved were individuals who were otherwise unqualified
and would have been disqualified from ever being hired had

they not filled a particular quota of sorts.

Perhaps if

the standards were as high as they ought to be, many of the

complaints analyzed in this study of the LASD would not
exist.
But the reader must remember that just because a

complaint is filed against a sworn member, and even if the
result of that complaint is founded does not mean that the
act 'that the member is accused of was done maliciously.

Many sworn personnel are still punished, in a sense, for
doing their jobs.

These are good people by and large and

it is this author's desire that good people are always
hired.

Law enforcement owes the taxpayers good qualified,
hard working, and courageous officers.

No police

department should ever hire unqualified candidates because
the relative handful of substandard people that are hired

sully the reputation of a very noble profession.
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APPENDIX A
CODEBOOK
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VARIABLE

LABEL

ID

Identification number of the case

complain

complainant type i.e. citizen

DUIcntyv

DUI in county vehicle

faltoflw

fail to follow proper procedures

falsaccu

falsely accuse deputy of inappropriate behavior

fltosgmo

fail to safeguard money belonging to arrestee

disorcon

disorderly conduct

thrtciti

coerce citizen against making complaint

battcowo

battery of coworker

sigforce

significant force used non firearm

deadforc

deadly force used firearm

domviole

domestic violence

falsdocu

false documentation-time records

fratinma

fraternization with inmate

tmpwevid

tampering with evidence

inntaser

inappropriate use of taser

fltocoop

fail to cooperate with another agency's investigation

falsstat

making false statements

impsearc

improper search-gun missed by handling deputy

failsupe

fail to perform duties as supervisor

unreasfo

unreasonable force

failtorp

fail to report force

intimdep

intimidate deputy into not arresting VIP

poortact

poor tactical practices

condtoth

poor conduct toward fellow employee

adwnofir

assault with a deadly weapon-non firearm

illegsea

illegal search of suspect

unoffbus

conducting unofficial business on duty

burglary

burglary

errlsinm

erroneous release of an inmate-fail to perform duties

innapbeh

inappropriate behavior toward person of other agency

seximpr

sexual improprieties while on duty

sexcrime

sex crime i.e. sexual battery

pursoop

out of policy pursuit

thrcivem

threaten civilian employee

adwfirea

assault with a deadly weapon-firearm

thrtphon

threatening phone calls

poorinve

poor investigation resulting in death of citizen
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solprost

solicitation of a prostitute

failtoas

fail to assist deputy in fight with suspect

poordocu

poor or inadequate documentation

offdtyft

fail to report off duty fight

miscomm

misuse of official communication equipment

failtosg

fail to safeguard inmate

prohasso
failtosa

association with former inmate out less than 90 days
prohibited
fail to ensure safety check, of inmate

insubord

insubordination-clash with supervisor

rlsDUI
sexwmino

premature release of DUI resulting in death of DUI
driver
sex with minor

failtoob

fail to obey terminate order of pursuit

restride

restricted hours of ride along for explorer

DUIdep

deputy arrested for DUI

dephbd

passenger of DUI dep reprimand for had been drinking

thrtodda

threats to deputy district attorney

thftfund

theft of station funds

druguse

test positive for illicit drug use

battonpo

off duty deputy batters on duty peace officer

brndfire

brandish firearm in threatening manner

illfirea

possession of illegal firearm

plntevid

planting evidence on suspect

outempl

fail to inform of outside employment

unautrid

unauthorized ride along-fail to complete waiver

destevid

destruction of evidence

deplfoun

FOUNDED outcome
founded
FOUNDED outcome
founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 3 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 4 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 5 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 6 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 7 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 8 founded
FOUNDED outcome
dep 9 founded

dep2foun

dep3foun
dep4foun

depSfoun
dep6foun

dep7foun
dep8foun
dep9foun

of investigation accusations vs dep 1
of investigation accusations vs dep 2
of investigation i.e. accusations vs

of investigation i.e. accusations vs
of investigation i.e. accusations vs
of investigation i.e. accusations vs

of investigation i.e. accusations vs
of investigation i.e. accusations vs

of investigation i.e. accusations vs
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deplOfou

depllfou
depl2fou
depl3fou

depl4fou

sgt1foun
sgt2foun
sgt3foun

sgt4 foun
ltlfound

lt2found
cap1foun

cap2foun
deplunfo
dep2unfo
dep3unfo
dep4unfo
dep5unfo

depSunfo
dep7unfo

dep8unfo
dep9unfo
deplOunf

depllunf
depl2unf
depl3unf

FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
dep10 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
depll founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
depl2 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
dep 13founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i‘. e. accusations vs
depl4 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
sgt 1 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
sgt 2 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
sgt 3 founded
FOUNDED outcome of investigation i.e. accusations vs
sgt 4 founded
FOUNDED outcome of invest accusations vs lieutenant 1
founded
FOUNDED outcome of invest i.e. accusations vs
lieutenant 2 founded
FOUNDED outcome of invest i.e. accusations vs captain
1 founded
FOUNDED outcome of invest i.e. accusations vs captain
2 founded
UNFOUNDED invest outcome accusations not founded vs
deputy 1
UNFOUNDED invest outcome, accusations not founded vs
deputy 2
UNFOUNDED invest outcome, accusations not founded vs |
deputy 3
,
UNFOUNDED invest outcome, accusations not founded vs
deputy 4
UNFOUNDED invest outcome, accusations not founded vs
deputy 5
UNFOUNDED invest outcome. accusations not founded vs
deputy 6
UNFOUNDED invest outcome accusations not founded vs
deputy 7
UNFOUNDED invest outcome accusations not founded vs
deputy 8
UNFOUNDED invest outcome accusations not founded vs
deputy 9
UNFOUNDED invest outcome.accusations not founded vs
deputy 10
UNFOUNDED invest outcome.accusations not founded vs
deputy 11
UNFOUNDED invest outcome.accusations not founded vs
deputy 12
UNFOUNDED invest outcome accusations not founded vs
deputy 13
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depl4unf

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs deputy 14

sgtlunfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs sergeant 1

sgt2unfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs sergeant 2

sgt3unfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs sergeant 3

sgt4unfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs sergeant 4

ltlunfou

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs lieutenant 1

lt2unfou

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs lieutenant 2

caplunfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs captain 1

cap2unfo

UNFOUNDED

accusations not founded vs captain 2

deplunre

UNRESOLVED accusations
1
UNRESOLVED accusations
2
UNRESOLVED accusations
3
UNRESOLVED accusations
4
UNRESOLVED accusations
5
UNRESOLVED accusations
6
UNRESOLVED accusations
7
UNRESOLVED accusations
8
UNRESOLVED accusations
9
UNRESOLVED accusations
10
UNRESOLVED accusations
11
UNRESOLVED accusations
12
UNRESOLVED accusations
13
UNRESOLVED accusations
14
UNRESOLVED accusations
sergeant 1
UNRESOLVED accusations
sergeant 2
UNRESOLVED accusations
sergeant 3
UNRESOLVED accusations
sergeant 4
UNRESOLVED accusations
lieutenant 1
UNRESOLVED accusations
lieutenant 2

dep2unre

dep3unre
dep4unre
depSunre

dep6unre

dep7unre
dep8unre

dep9unre
deplOunr

depllunr

depl2unr
depl3unr
depl4unr
sgtlunre

sgt2unre
sgt3unre
sgt4unre

ltlunres

lt2unres

could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy

could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy

could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy

could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy

could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs deputy
could not be proven vs
could not be proven vs
could not be proven vs
could not be proven vs

could not be proven vs
could not be proven vs
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deplpend

UNRESOLVED accusations could not be proven vs
captain 1
UNRESOLVED accusations could not be proven vs
captain 2
CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING dep 1

dep2pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 2

dep3pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP3

dep4pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 4

depSpend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP-5

dep 6pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP6

dep7pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP7

dep8pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 8

caplunre

cap2unre

dep9pend.

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 9

deplOpen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP10

depllpen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 11

depl2pen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 12

depl3pen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP 13

depl4pen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING DEP14

sgtlpend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING SGT 1

sgt2pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING SGT2

sgt3pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING SGT 3

sgt4pend

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING SGT 4

ltlpendi

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING LT 1

lt2pendi

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING LT 2

captlpen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING CAPT 1

capt2pen

CASE DISPOSITION STILL PENDING CAPT 2

onduty

incident occurred on duty

offduty

incident occurred off duty

custody

sworn personnel working a custody facility

patrol

detburea

incident occurred involving sworn personnel working
patrol
any assignment other than involving police work or
custody
sworn personnel assigned to detective bureau

depldzof

deputy 1 gets days off

dep2dzof

deputy

2gets days off

dep3dzof

deputy

3gets days off

dep4dzof

deputy4

depSdzof

deputy 5gets days off

depSdzof

deputy 6 gets days off

dep7dzof

deputy 7 gets days off

admin

gets days off
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dep8dzof

deputy 8 gets days off

dep9dzof

deputy 9 gets days off

deplOdzo

deputy 10 gets days off

deplldzo

deputy 11 gets days off

depl2dzo

deputy 12 gets days off

depl3dzo

deputy 13 gets days off

depl4dzo

deputy 14 gets days off

deplwrit

deputy 1 gets written reprimand

dep2writ

deputy 2 gets written reprimand

dep3writ

deputy 3 gets written reprimand

dep4writ

deputy 4 gets written reprimand

depSwrit

deputy 5 gets written reprimand

depSwrit

deputy 6 gets written reprimand

dep7writ

deputy 7 gets written reprimand

dep8writ

deputy 8 gets written reprimand

dep9writ

deputy 9 gets written reprimand

deplOwrt

deputy 10 gets written reprimand

depllwrt

deputy 11 gets written reprimand

depl2wrt

deputy 12 gets written reprimand

depl3wrt

deputy 13 gets written reprimand

depl4wrt

deputy 14 gets written reprimand

depldisc

deputy 1 discharged

dep2disc

deputy 2 discharged

dep3disc

deputy 3 discharged

dep4disc

deputy 4 discharged

depSdisc

deputy 5 discharged

dep6disc

deputyS discharged

dep7disc

deputy 7 discharged

dep8disc

deputy

dep9disc

deputy 9 discharged

deplOdis

deputy lOdischarged

deplldis

deputy 11 discharged

depl2dis

deputy 12 discharged

depl3dis

deputy 13 discharged

depl4dis

deputy 14 discharged

Sdischarged

deplpros

deputy 1 prosecuted

dep2pros

deputy 2 prosecuted

dep3pros

deputy 3 prosecuted

dep4pros

deputy 4 prosecuted
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dep5pros

deputy 5 prosecuted

dep6pros

deputy 6 prosecuted

dep7pros

deputy 7 prosecuted

dep8pros

deputy

8 prosecuted

dep9pros

deputy 9 prosecuted

deplOpro

deputy 10 prosecuted

depllpro

deputy 11 prosecuted

depl2pro

deputy 12 prosecuted

depl3pro

deputy

depl4pro

deputy 14 prosecuted

depldemo

DEP 1 demoted

dep2demo

DEP 2 demoted

dep3demo

DEP 3 demoted

dep4demo

DEP 4 demoted

depSdemo

DEP 5 demoted

dep6demo

DEP Sdemoted

dep7demo

DEP 7 demoted

dep8demo

DEP 8 demoted

dep 9demo

DEP 9 demoted

dep10dem

DEP 10 demoted

dep11dem

DEP 11 demoted

dep12dem

DEP 12 demoted

depl3 dem

DEP 13 demoted

dep14dem

DEP 14 demoted

sgtldzof

sergeant 1 days off

13 prosecuted

sgt2dzof

sergeant 2 days off

sgt3dzof

sergeant 3 days off

sgt4dzof

sergeant 4 days off

sgtlwrtr

sergeant 1 written reprimand

sgt2wrtr

sergeant 2 written reprimand

sgt3wrtr

sergeant 3 written reprimand

sgt4wrtr

sergeant

sgtldisc

sergeant 1 discharged

4 written reprimand
2 discharged

sgt2disc

sergeant

sgt3disc

sergeant 3 discharged

sgt4disc

sergeant 4 discharged

sgtlpros

sergeant 1 prosecuted

sgt2pros

sergeant 2 prosecuted

sgt3pros

sergeant3 prosecuted
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sgt4pros

sergeant 4 prosecuted

sgtldemo

SGT 1 demoted

sgt2demo

SGT 2

demoted

sgt3demo

SGT 3 demoted

sgt4demo

SGT 4 demoted

ltldazof

lieutenant 1 gets days off

lt2dazof

lieutenant 2 gets days off

ltlwrtrp

lieutenant 1 gets written reprimand

lt2wrtrp

lieutenant2 gets written reprimand

ltldisch

lieutenant 1 discharged

lt2disch

lieutenant 2 discharged

ltlprose

lieutenant 1 prosecuted

lt2prose

lieutenant 2 prosecuted

ltldemot

LT 1 demoted

lt2demot

LT 2 demoted

capldzof

captain 1 days off

cap2dzof

captain 2 days off

caplwrre

captain 1 gets written reprimand

cap2wrre

captain 2 gets written reprimand

capldisc

captain 1 discharged

cap2disc

captain 2 discharged

caplpros

captain 1 prosecuted

cap2pros

captain 2 prosecuted

cap1demo

CAP 1 demoted

cap2demo

CAP 2 demoted

cumdazof

cumulative days off as discipline

cumwrit

cumulative amount of written reprimands as discipline

multswor

does case involve multiple sworn personnel or only
one?
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